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3FICTION
Judge's Note - Fiction
This year's fiction category was the smallest of the thr
Therefore only one prize is being awarded, which goes to Cc
Raak for his story "How are These Confessions? And Who S
I Was a Poor Guy?" Cody, in a wry vignette, creates a narra
whose point of view is playfully amusing. The speaker
penniless "bum," shows that he has a lot more going for him tl
one might expect, in particular an innate ability to enter!
himself with imagined scenarios.
•How are These Confessions? And Who Said I Was a
Poor Guy? - Cody Raak
I really like not having money.
Allof my clothes come from thrift stores or dumpsters, and I've
re-stitched almost all of them by hand. All the furniture in my
apartment came from thrift stores or dumpsters, but I've only
re-stitched a couple of those. Actually;everything comes from
thrift stores or dumpsters, and then I make minor adjustments.
Happily,my food has not had to come from a dumpster, but
we'll see about next week.
The real downside of dumpster shopping is that every-
one knows exactly what's going on when they catch you doing
it. There's no enigmatic mystique to a man wearing two or
three sweatshirts inscribed with words like Montana or Colo-
rado as he pops his head out of a dumpster, elated at finally
finding his new pillow. Also, laundry is usually immanent after
shopping like that; why is clean so expensive?
What I really love, though, about not having money is
the strange ways I find to entertain myself. Yesterday I sat on a
park bench for four hours. I don't have any books, so I just sat
there, looking at things. I'll have you know, I made 16 cents off
that bench; although, to be fair; I discovered one (If the pennies
in my own pocket.
Aman dropped a nickel as he was searching for his
ringing cell phone; I would have returned the precious 'change
to him with a blessing, but then I realized that he not only had
a phone, but he also had people to call that phone. Anickel to
that man is as useful as those extra buttons that come in shirts
and rub against your skin, and make you uncomfortable. May-
be not even that useful.
[really like not having money. Youappreciate the unspoken
zalue of things like smiles and thank you's when you're not try-
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ing to calculate your new balance before your next purchase.
My favorite: not having money means you get to have
an imagination. Instead of staring at a television that tells me
what to think, or reading books that tell me what to think, I get
to have my own thoughts. The man with the ringing cell phone
and the missing nickel might have been talking to his mother,
or his doctor, or his golf partner; I couldn't tell. Instead, I
watched him have this very polite, transient conversation with
an internationally hunted terrorist threatening everything the
nickel-less man held dearest. He calmly answered the villain's
questions, smiled to pull the tension out of his voice, and gave
him the necessary information at the appropriate times. I think
that an anonymous phone call from a terrorist would be a fun
way to walk through a park.
Agirl, let's say she was 14, walked through the park at
about 4:00. Ignoring the time, her age, or the school building
clearly visible two blocks down, I had no idea why she would
be walking through a park where only old couples and families
with very small children actually walk. The girl made it within
100 feet of my bench, looked up with an expression of mortifi-
cation, then she ran back the way she had come. If I had done.
my laundry recently, I would have laughed (Why is clean so
expensive?). 15 minutes later, she was back, this time with a
coat and a backpack. But what if she had been riding a horse
instead? And what if that horse wasn't one of the usual horse
colors, but instead was light blue? And what if the girl's light
blue steed wasn't trotting, or galloping, or cantering, or any of
those usual horse movements, but was flying instead? I think
the girl wouldn't have been blushing with nearly so much em-
barrassment if that were the case.
I really like not having money; but that's not because it's
easy.
Not having money means women treat you differently.
Youcan't pick up girls with lines like, "Know any good dis-
count food markets?" You can have a great conversation, but
there's no action in store for you once you look like a charity
case. Really classy women don't usually hang out in places like
bus stops or food stamp lines. You find classy women in classy
places, but delis usually charge you more than $3.67 for any-
thing, and coffee shops like you to at least look clean when you
order your small paper cup of satisfaction.
There was this one girl this one time. I think she must
have been lost, or possibly she was researching the emotional
and social state of single, urban men without money. Either
way, we talked awkwardly on the sidewalk for almost a whole
hour, and then she finally hailed a cab. Her name was Susan,
and her eyes were the color of happiness.
It's not just women. Men treat you very differently
when you don't have money. You just don't get the same re-
spect after they find out that the tie you're wearing is a clip-on
you found for a dime in a box in some old lady's garage. Be-
fore that, you're equals, both capable of running "the show"
and looking good doing it. After they watch you franticly leap
across the room to desperately claim a quarter from the floor,
you're barely capable of running water from a sink. You can't
compete with Mr. 3-Piece Suit Pomade, IVwhen all four coins
that you're worth chink against your leg with each step out the
door.
(
Oh, I used to try to make more money. I even succeeded
once. But like I keep saying: I like not having money.
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Primfield High - LeAnn Johnson
"Mel, I just want you to know that I'm so proud of how
far you've come since I first started teaching you. You've got
such potential to be a fantastic writer." Jamie Staver turned
around to lock the door to her classroom one last time. She
shifted the dilapidated box that she was carrying so that her
right arm could support its weight and she could use her left
hand to lock the door. The box was overflowing with books, pa-
pers, posters, and her infamous coffee cup that she drank green
tea out of every morning and afternoon. Without teachers, life
would have no class was printed in cursive red lettering on the
side.
"Uh thanks, Ms.Staver ... But really, I wouldn't have
come nearly as far without your help ...and your pushing ..."Mel
admitted, as Jamie finished locking the door and they started
walking down the hall.
"That's what I came here to do,"Jamie said.
"Youknow, we didn't really like you at first. Youwere
so hard. Probably the hardest teacher at Primfield High. But
now ... yeah," Mel said. She waited for a few seconds, look-
ing like she had more to say. Finally she stopped walking and.
blurted, "Areyou sure you can't stick around this area after
your wedding? For one more year? Can't you convince Ryan to
stay? It is Ryan, right? I mean, I can't blame you for leaving ...
Iwould, too, if I could. But it just won't be the same without
you." Mel looked down at her sneaker, embarrassed of her ram-
bling. She could see the short poem and heart doodles she'd
drawn on its white top during Physics that morning. Jamie
glanced down, too, but she didn't tease Mel about writing on
her shoe. Instead, she gave Mel's shoulder a squeeze.
"Well, thanks for the compliment, Mel,but I'm afraid you
can't persuade me. As much as I've enjoyed teaching here, it
just works out better that we move to St. Louis. Ryan's family is
from around there, and I can get a job teaching only upper-level
English courses, which'll be a nice change." Jamie dropped her
hand and continued their walk to the exit.
---
"Youand the rest of your class will do fine without me.
I'm sure of that. Besides, you've only got one year left here, and
then it's off to Penn State for you, right?"
Abrief smile crossed Mel's face.
"If I can make it to then ..." Mel said.
"Nonsense. You've got talent that would be a shame to
waste. You're motivated, and getting out of this dying old town
will be good for you. I just know I'm going to open up The New
YorkTimes or The Washington Post someday and see your
name in there: Melissa Reuter, staff writer."
"Youreally think so?" Mel asked.
"I know so,"Jamie said. She opened up the door and a
gust of warm wind rushed into the air-conditioned building. As
the two stepped outside, Jamie set the box on the ground and
gave Mela strong but gentle hug.
"I'll miss you, Mel. It's been a pleasure having you in
class these last three years. Youand your shoe-doodling ..."
Jamie teased. "Promise me you'll keep writing." Jamie looked at
Melwith her eyebrows raised and her eyes full of expectation.
It had become a familiar look to [arnie's students during her
time at Primfield High.
Mel sighed, but she couldn't help but let a small grin
form on her lips.
"I promise."
The results were blue. Always blue. Seven years of
blue. Why,God? Why was it never pink? Jamie t1~rewthe test
stick and box in the garbage, making sure she tossed in several
Kleenexes on top of the stick and box. She knew it pained Ryan
to know how frequently she bought the tests, only to have her
hopes crushed every time.
Well, almost every time. But she and Ryan didn't talk
about that one time. It was too painful. Too disappointing. Too
upsetting for Jamie to think about, let alone talk about.
Her students never knew. It all happened only a month after
Jamie and Ryan had been married, and it was all over with
by the time classes started up at her new school the next fall.
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Jamie tried not to let her hurt on the inside affect her job, and
since she had all new students, they never knew that the Mrs.
Jamie Riley that taught them was any different on the inside
from the Ms.Jamie Staver the school had hired last spring.
But she was different. To live for three blissful weeks thinking
she was going to be a mom only to find out the baby had mis-
carried had changed Jamie. And not being able to get pregnant
since then had only intensified her feelings of depression,
despair, and guilt.
Ryan and Jamie had married when Ryan was 31 and
Jamie was 27. They knew it'd be smart to have kids right away
and not wait until they were too far into their 30s. Sowhen
Jamie got pregnant during that first month of marriage, they
were both surprised and elated. Not being able to get pregnant
since then, however, had left Jamie defeated. She didn't talk
about her classes and students with Ryan anymore. Although
the miscarriage had caused her to fill six journals in their first
year of marriage, gradually Jamie had stopped writing.
Jamie left the bathroom and went to the kitchen, where
she began cutting up potatoes for supper. Ryanwouldn't get
home from his managerial job at Lundy Manufacturing until 6,
so she had almost an hour to make a meal and a plan. Some-
thing's got to change.
A pink dashed showed up. Crap. Are you kidding me?
Again!? How am I going to tell Zach? Mel shoved the stick back
into the box and went to the kitchen. She grabbed the last
garbage bag, reminded herself to get more the next time they
could afford them, and slid the box into the bag. She left her
apartment, making sure she locked the door behind her, and
took the stairs down to the first floor. Melwent out the back
door, walked the twelve steps to the dumpster, threw the bag
in, and made her way back to Apartment 29 before her sleeping
six-year-old could wake from her nap.
Then Melwent into her bedroom, shut the door, and
lay facedown on her bed. A rush of memories came flooding
back to her. Her senior year. Feeling pressure to stick around
home. Fighting with her parents for months. Deciding to put
off college for a year. Finally turning down Penn State. Dating
her childhood friend, Zach Bork, and thinking he was her way
out. Getting married at 18 even though she and Zach knew it'd
be difficult. What was I thinking?
Zach had always been supportive of her, and he was
very optimistic at first. He'd told her that once he made enough
money, of course she could go to Penn State. "But we can't take
out loans," he always said. "We can't handle that much risk
right now."
And so after they got back from their three-day honey-
moon, Mel and Zach moved to Harper, a mere 15 minutes away.
Zachstarted working at the paint plant from eight in the morn-
t Ingto seven at night, and Mel got a job writing for the Primfield
Times. "Only for a year or two," he reassured her.
Mel found out she was pregnant only a few months after
she and Zach had married. That was when she knew she was in
trouble. How was she going to take college courses while try-
ing to raise a child at the same time? She didn't get to tell Zach
that she was pregnant right away because he had picked up one
ofhis buddy's shifts and was pulling an all-nighter. That night
she dreamed that her shoelace got stuck in an escalator. She
cried out for help, but nobody could hear her above the noise
of crying babies. When she woke up, her pillow was damp with
tears.
[ And now there will be two! Mel squeezed her eyes shut.
There would be no crying this time. ~
It only took Jamie a few weeks to convince Ryan..to move
back to Primfield. As much as he loved being near to his family;
he was willing to try anything to make Jamie happy again. Plus,
[amie's old teaching job had opened up again-the third time
19 since Jamie had left.
I can't believe I'm here again. Jamie reached out and
took the key from the principal's hand, wondering if she'd get
her old classroom back.
"Room 17;' he said.
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Good. Just like old times.
"Mel,do you think you could head over to the high
school? The Harvest Festival article didn't pan out. The farm-
ers are too dang busy this time of year to care about being at
home when our reporters show up for interviews ...There's
some new teacher at the school, and we can probably fit an-
other article in features this week," the editor said.
"Sure, Mike. I haven't been to the high school in years,
so I'd kind of enjoy getting to see it again," Mel said. Gosh, I'm
getting old.
"There's a Melissa Bork here to see you," the secretary
said over the phone.
"Ohyes, the reporter. Goahead and send her to my
room. Myclass just left," Jamie said.
It'd been a strange but great first week. I'd forgotten
how different it is to teach underclassmen. Some aren't inter-
ested at all, but others are surprisingly engaged and open to
talk. It's actually kind of refreshing to be around them.
There was a light tapping at the door.
"Come in;' Jamie said.
And in walked Mel.
"Ms.Staver!?" Mel exclaimed. What are the chances?
" Mel! I didn't...Your last name ...I just knew a Melissa
Bork was coming in. I had no clue it'd be little writing-on-the-
shoe Mel!"Jamie said. "How are you doing? What are you up to
these days? Still writing, I see." Abig smile broke out on Jamie's
face, and she crossed the room to give Mel a hug. Wow,Ms.
Staver hasn't really aged at all. Except maybe a little around the
eyes.
"Yep. I'm a reporter for the Primfield Press," Mel said.
Not quite the New YorkTimes, is it, Ms. Staver...
"I'm so glad to hear that. Whenever I had students in St.
Louis who doubted their ability to write, I'd just tell them abou
you and how even though you thought you couldn't write, you
were one of the best students I ever had," Jamie said.
One of her best students. Who never went to college. Who
got married a few months after graduation. Who writes for a
newspaper in little Podunk Prim field. Mel could feel her cheeks
getting pink.
"I take it from your last name that you must be married:'
Jamie said. "Didyou meet him at Penn State? Doyou have any
kids?"
Mel chose to ignore the first question. "Yeah,I'm mar-
ried to Zach. And actually, we've got a six-year-old and another
one on the way." Smile, you can do it, Mel.
"Ohl Congratulations! You'llhave your hands full, I'm
sure. [always thought you'd be a good mom ...Youwere so
dedicated and kind ... I'm so happy for you." Jamie said. She
doesn't even know the half of it... Ms.Staver always was a joyful
teacher. And so genuine. How I have missed her! She always
thought I'd be a good mom? Really???Am I?
And another one on the way... God,why can't I just be
completely happy for her? If she only knew how jealous Iwas
ofher right now ... And she's so young. I mean, she definitely
looks older than the last time I saw her ...she had a kid, for
Pete's sake. But the way her eyes lit up when she recognized
me...Her face looks just like I remembered.
"Andhow about you? Doyou have any kids, Ms. St...1
mean. Mrs. Riley,"Mel corrected herself.
"Oh,you can call me Jamie now. You're Olrtof high
school." Jamie gave Mel a quick wink. "AndRyan and I don't
have any kids ...yet. With classes and all, I stay pretty busy."
Well, that was a great excuse ... If only it were somewhat
truthful. She can probably guess the truth anyway. More than
likelyshe's pitying me right now.
"Well,you've got time. I wish I had waited until I was
older to have kids. Besides, I can't imagine all the students'
livesyou've impacted over the last seven years since I've seen
.you last:' Mel said.
Does she really think that? Is it true? Has not having
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kids allowed me to dedicate more of myself to my students?
Whew-seven years is a long time! She doesn't know that I'm
different now ... that it's become harder and harder for me to
teach other people's children when I just want one of my own.
"I feel like I am the perfect reporter to be writing your story,"
Mel said. "I only have about 20 minutes left to interview you
before I have to leave, but I'd love to get coffee ...I mean tea ...
with you sometime. Are you at all interested?"
"I'd love to!" Jamie said as she walked to her desk and
reached behind her laptop. "I'll even bring my own mug:' Mel
looked at the mug Jamie was holding and let out a laugh. The
red lettering had faded a bit, and a few chunks of the ceramic
had chipped off, but otherwise it was the same mug from seven
years ago.
"Sounds like a plan," Mel said. "We should probably get
this interview started. I'm so excited to hear more about what
you've been up to the last seven years and what brought you
back to Primfield, Jamie:'
What brought me back to Primfield ... Oh man, here we
go ...
On Trial - Brittany Corlew
"Youare such a child."The worst five word phrase I've
heard in a long time, besides 'School is about to start' or 'Have
you had your shots' or 'Save some milk for breakfast.' But the
thing about this particular phrase is that I hear it at least once
a day,and usually from multiple people. Apparently build-
ing forts, pretending blankets are capes, being the conductor
for the music on my iTunes, and eating slow and messily are
grounds for reprimandation and a pointed accusation put-
ting my maturity as a human being on trial. I object. I call for a
recess. Ofboth kinds. I need to gather my evidence and maybe
swing on the swings.
As far as I can tell there are particular scenarios in
which "childish behavior" is acceptable. The prosecution.
Exhibit A:The day is warm. The sun is shining. The
noise is bountiful. Abike comes zipping around the corner.
The driver a young boy- head down biting his lower lip, white-
knuckled hands gripping handlebars, legs pumping like a rapid
fire machine gun. The magnitude of the bike rider's mission
becomes known as a small child, age seven, whips around
behind him like a slingshot over-extending the sharp turn. She
is on rollerblades, holding a rope attached to the banana seat
of the purple Lisa Frank bike. She barely defies gravity as her
legs scramble to maintain balance. Proper order is temporarily
restored. That is until the little girl looks ahead at the steep hill
they are about to challenge at breakneck speed. ~nd down they
go.The antics of children. Kids just being kids.
Exhibit B:
Exhibit C:
And now the defense.
Exhibit A:The bright pink hair of the troll sticks out
of the ground, a torch to signal the passersby of the treasure
beneath. Mission accomplished. It's a good thing they had crow
bars or they never would have been able to dig deep enough
into the dirt to place their canister of goodies. Without the
note stating, 'Congratulations you found it! Now you get to
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bury your own treasure for someone else to find!' the trove of
tootsie rolls, ketchup packets, a plastic spoon, and apple would
have been worthless. But their plan was in motion. Having bur-
ied their treasure they pranced across the green and across the
street. Climbing the short wall the two girls sat in the drizzling
rain singing songs at the top of their lungs in absurd octaves
as they intermittently waved their hellos and good-byes to
the cars passing on the street. Let the games begin. Age of the
noisemakers- 18. Exhibit B: She holds her plate under the
nozzle and pushes down. Mayonnaise ejects onto her chicken
patty. "It looks like a white chocolate Hershey's kiss!" The
dollop of mayo perfectly formed the signature cone of a kiss.
She proceeds to squirt ten more 'kisses' on her chicken patty.
More mayo than she cared to eat, but she must make the most
of this once in a lifetime occurrence. She proudly displays her
chicken patty to the rest of the people at her table as she sits
down. After finishing her main course she picks up her dishes
to return them to the dishroom. A ring of crumbs and bits of
food outlines where her plate once sat. Somehow croutons
from her salad ended up on the other side of the table. She
shrugs and brings back dessert- a handful of chocolate chips.
Carefully standing each of them up she arranges them on top 0'
her ID card in a circular shape. "It's Pacman!" She exclaims as
she meticulously designs a trail of chocolate chips for the Pac-
man to eat. Popping one in her mouth as the chocolate Pacman
traverses the course, the trail disappears behind him. Supper
well-spent. Age of girl- 19.
Exhibit C:The furniture is all rearranged. Blankets
are piled beside the skewed couch. "Weneed something for
the door." She reaches for a gray cushion from the couch and
places it across the opening. The two couches are back to back
with a foot and a half of space in between. A tunnel. Ablanket
is draped over the backs of the couches to enclose it. Another
blanket and two sheets complete the roof of the structure as it
extends towards the corner of the family room. A fort of epic
proportions. He gestures her through the long tunnel into the
domed igloo-esque monument. What used to be an EiffelTowi
lamp now acts as a center post. Sitting in the corner of their
masterpiece they crack open a book and begin reading. Dr.Se-
uss' A Cat's Quizzer. Age of inhabitants- 20.
If the prosecution were allowed closing remarks they
might point out that at a certain age, behavior must change
and become more appropriate. Childish antics are not to be
permitted, especially in public places. People do not want to
know that you are capable of having fun. They do not want to
be informed of the various uses of a blanket. And they most
certainly do not want to be exposed to your creativity or have
to experience laughter of any kind. Young adults would be wise
to regard such advice as they pursue any future endeavors. Mo-
notonous, professional, and strictly organized behavior will do
wonders for relationships on every level and should be main-
tained at all cost.
Closing remarks of the defense.
On a scale of one to ten, one being 'incessant scratching
of fingernails on a chalkboard as an alarm beeps every three
seconds' and ten being 'the screams of people on a rollercoast-
er as they are informed world peace has been achieved' how
satisfied are you with your life? I would say a 10.2.
I "Youare such a child." Fivewords. I smile. Those five
words hold the hand of endless possibilities.
My 'maturity' is on trial. The jury is still out on this one.
~I
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NON-FICTION
Judge's Note - Non-Fiction
The entries for this year's nonfiction category explore a wide
array of human experiences, from a zany mall-prank to losing a
first-love in a car wreck. Choosing the winners was not easy, but
here are three pieces which stand out for their angle of vision
and depth of insight.
First Prize: Nathan Mastbergen combines five discrete scenes
into a compelling progression, capturing the unexpected rever-
sal in his attitude toward a problem child named "Jacob." The
characterization of this hard-to-control boy is on the mark and
winsomely entertaining.
Second Prize: Cami Turner seems to understand that children
see the world in all its mysterious largeness, and she evokes that
wide-eyed perspective in her essay "Ocean Waves." Through
vivid description she recreates a moment when she was over-
powered by nature and became bonded to her rescuing sister.
Third Prize: In her essay "Ravenous" Anna Bartlett sings the
praise of early imagination, recreating the sati~action she got
as a beginning reader when she found creative, secret ways to
read more than her share of story books.
Honorable Mention: Inher essay"Did IEver TellYouI loveYou?",
AngelaLancaster takes the reader into an abandoned workshop;
portraying the physical space in such an evocative way that one
cannot help but come away with respect for the deceased grand-
father who used to occupy it.
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Did I Ever Tell You I Love You? - Angela Lancaster
Mymind is weighed down by my longing to remain
in my grandpa's workshop. The dust twists upward to kiss
my cheek, and the smell of freshly cut oak persuades me turn
around for one last look. Every nail, hammer, and blade is still
tucked away in their place for the night, just the way my grand-
pa left them years ago when he left this room for the last time.
I run my hand over the counter that is marred and stained by
years of his hard work. Each indentation is a cherished re-
minder of his ideas. Perhaps that deep gash near the corner is
from a hammer that slipped while he was fitting the corner of a
table, or the dribble of light blue paint was from the doll house
he made for my sister. On this homely counter his sketchbook
lies hidden, under a soft pile of dust, and his favorite black
thin-tipped marker is waiting next to it. If you hold the paper
up to the light you can see the indentations of things he wrote
in it. Millions of plans and doodles formed on these pages and
are now filed neatly in black and red notebooks on the shelf. As
I run my finger across the front page I remember how bad his
handwriting was. I guess he was always in such a hurry to get
his thoughts down that he didn't care if it looked like a second
grader wrote it.
A few second graders did write in his notebooks. As
my cousins and Iwere growing up it was always a treat to
spend time with grandpa in the workshop and help him with
his latest project. More than a few times we snuck doodles
and notes into his notebook. When he found them he would
let out a hearty chuckle. I loved watching my grandpa laugh.
His face didn't look right unless it was smiling at me. The deep
wrinkles around his eyes made them squint with joy, and he
was not ashamed to show his false teeth in his enormous grin.
The sound of his laugh rang through the air like the last note 0
a song, and his whole body shook as he gasped for air. When h
finally composed himself he would wrap us in a bear hug and
ask his favorite question, "Did I ever tell you I love you?" Thou
sands of times I answered that question not realizing that one
day he wouldn't be there to hear me answer him.
I need to be close to him again, so I walk over to his
jean jacket that is hanging on the wall by the drill. It smells
of sawdust and mint; like the counter, it is marked by years of
work. Myarms still aren't long enough to fill the sleeves, but
I bury myself in the endless folds of denim. It warms me as I
lean against the cold stone wall, and I allow the wave of memo-
ries wash over me. Suddenly, I'm immersed in images of my
grandfather's gentle hands sanding a peg of a chair, my tiny
feet swinging blissfully as they hang off his work bench, and
my brother's awestruck eyes watching wood transform to dust
in the saw. The past strolls through my mind and pauses long
enough for me to feel another pang of longing.
From where I stand I can see my grandfather's bench
peeking out from behind the sander. I order my reluctant feet
to bring me to his bench, the one I ran to a million times before.
As I sit I happen to look down, and a giggle escapes my lips as
I notice at my grown feet swinging the way they did when they
were not even half their size. I look up from my silly feet and I
see a teary eyed woman smiling at me from the surface of a saw
blade. Iwant to brush the tears off her face, but something in
her eye tells me she needs them to be there for a while longer.
With the flip of the machine's switch the woman and her tears
disappear, and all I can see is the whirl of the blade and the
dance of the gears. The saw hums a soft, familiar tune. For a
moment I hear my grandpa again; he was always humming to
himself. If I was very quiet I could hear him over\he buzz of
the machines. His voice was deep, but it rang like the bells at
church. I always wished he would sing out loud, but he .was
always so absorbed in his work that his singing would fade to
a murmur and sink deeper and deeper into his chest. I flip the
switch and his music is gone again.
f Myhands reach to brush of the powder that settled on
ethemachine; I feel its soft touch as it sifts through my fingers.
When Iwas little Iwould stand back and watch the dust fall off
. the machine like snow. Oh,my mother would get so cross when
mybrothers and Iwalked in the house covered in our powdery,
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wooden snow. The face she made was worth the endless scrub-
bing and washing she inflicted on us. Her features were stuck
somewhere between laughter and horror as she evaluated the
mess we made. I never did figure out how my grandpa man-
aged not to get dust all over clothes and hair like we did. With
a devious grin I wipe my hands on my jeans, and kick a pile of
sawdust on the floor.
Mymischief ends abruptly as my toe strikes something
hard buried beneath the pile. Repentant, I bend down to pick it
up. It's just a scrap of oak. As I turn it in my hands I can picture
dozens of different shapes it could have taken if it had been
found years ago. Grandpa's experienced hands would mold
this shabby leftover into something beautiful. Ofall the things
my Grandpa made, the most beautiful were his crosses. For
endless hours he could be found bent over his tiny creation
perfecting every inch. The creator and his creation were insep-
arable, and we watched with young eyes that didn't really un-
derstand. I put the scrap down and walk over to the shelf that
cradles one of his crosses. No longer a child, I look at it with th:
eyes of the saved.
It's getting late, so I shrug off his jacket and hang it neat
Iywhere it belongs. And I take a few reluctant steps towards
the door. The click of the light switch sounds too loud after
the silence that had surrounded me. In some strange way, it is
easier to walk away when the darkness covers everything and
transforms it into formless shadow figures. With a heavy sigh
I pull the worn door shut before I can turn the lights back on.
I look down at my hands. One is on the door handle; the other
is still clutching the cross. This time I will be strong enough to
leave.
Ravenous - Anna Bartlett
'Anna, you need to stop reading so much:'
I stop dead in the middle of a sentence and peer over
the top of my book, baffled. I look my mom in the eyes with
puzzled eyebrows. "Yourealize that most people my age watch
TV or play on the computer for hours. Youshould be grateful
that I read:'
I don't remember learning to read. I think my mom
ate some mutant pickles that infused the ability into my brain
chemicals. Or maybe I learned from the Kinesiology text books
my dad read to me when Iwas a baby. Regardless, I started
reading one day and couldn't stop.
Some people keep pepper spray or gum on them in case
of emergencies. I kept a book on me at all times. Younever
know when boredom will set in. While shopping, driving, eat-
ing breakfast, golfing, waiting for my sister, going to the bath-
room. There was never a moment not worthy of being used to
! plunge into a different world.
As much as I tried to prove her wrong, my mom didn't
. believe I could safely walk while reading. She would tell me
to put the book away and watch where I was going. But what
she didn't know wouldn't hurt anyone. And there was a lot she
didn't know.
Morgan and I grew up together. There is a picture of
us being held on a couch at our babysitter Carla's house at six
months old. When you spend eight hours a day ~ith someone
for a few years, you can't help but be friends. On our daily walk
home from school, we stopped at the library to check out ten
books -the librarians had set a limit. As soon as we stepped
outside the library doors, we cracked open our first book and
read ravenously for the next five and a half blocks of our walk.
[fwe were lucky Carla's pop-up camper would be popped up.
Onthose days we invaded, unzipping the window flaps to let
lightin, and read until our parents retrieved us. Inside the
:amper I felt like an insect, observing the happily screaming
:hildren abusing Carla's toys through my hundreds of eyes. We
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couldn't help but periodically interrupt our reading with gig-
gling and whispering. We'd finish our ten books and start fresh
with ten more the next day. It was a beautiful routine.
The upstairs of our house is circular. Once you get up
the stairs, you could turn left to go into Addie's room or right
to go into mine. My room had no doors but went straight into
a hallway leading to the bathroom and my parent's bedroom.
Because Addie's room had doors, she enjoyed the privilege of
privacy. Every night my parents would walk right past my bed
to get to their room. To avoid potential stubbed toes, they put
a night light in my room. Godmust have been smiling on me,
because this night light provided just enough light to read by.
Every night my parents sent me off to bed thinking I would
be asleep within minutes after a long day at school. Instead I
would whip out a book and read untill heard the tired protest
of the steps, indicating an impending invasion of privacy. Slip'
ping the book under my piJIow as quietly as possible, I would
lay still, waiting for the light in my parent's bedroom to go off
so I could once again enter a world of flying pigs and walking
trees.
Ocean Waves - Cami Turner
The Pacific, big, blue, and thundering. Twenty-foot
waves break far out and then break again and again until they
are tame enough to lap and bubble onto shore. The tide here
can change so drastically that sometimes the water comes up
clear over the sandy barricade and stretches as far as the pale
blue lifeguard tower.
Ventura Beach. My favorite place to be.
Kayli and I flirt with the tide. At eight everything gives
us joy. Barefoot we dance on the wet corridor of sand that
sparkles in the sun each time the water pulls away. The tide
was high last night, leaving the beach strewn with great long
ropes of seaweed.
"Touch it, I dare you." Kayli says.
"You touch it." I squeal. I hate slimy things.
"No you!"
I bend down touching ropey part, just resting my fingers
on the kelp's brown surface. It doesn't move. It's slippery, but
firm under my fingertips. My sister and I heft the hollow limbs
on our shoulders, twirling the slimy seaweed around our arms.
The sun is out, making the day bright, but not warm. A
wind blows from the ocean keeping the goose bumps on our
skin. I'm wearing my favorite blue and purple polka dot swim-
suit. Kay has on her worn pink and white flowered suit, her
favorite.
We drag the kelp to the water's edge, whe"n the tide
retreats we place it in the hard sand and back away to watch.
We love watching the ocean carry things away. Seaweed, rocks,
bottles, anything we can place in the deep blue waters.
A large waved sends us squealing up onto the beach. Out
feet have long since frozen, but this wave threatens our calves
and thighs.
On the dry sand, we turn running to our towels. Mom,
lad .and Josh are at Duke's getting burgers. Mandt, who is sup-
iosed to be watching us, is asleep in the sun. Kayli and I ex-
:hange a glance, then look at Mandl, fast asleep.
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Kayli gives me a thumbs up and grabs the cords of our
boogie boards. She hands me my purple board and we dance
back into the surf, dragging them behind us. We make it five
feet into-when a wave rolls up high; we dive under with our
boards pressed against our stomachs, as dad taught us.
The last wave looked big, but it was an easy dive un-
derneath. We paddle out, dodging waves and laughing as we
swim. We reach our destination and turn our boards to face the
shoreline. Ready,we smile at each other.
I start to paddle forward when I see a wave approach-
ing, it doesn't look that big. Kayli tugs at my foot, wrapping her
fingers around my ankle. She always knows that waves are the
best to ride. But I don't care, I just want to beat her to the shore.
I look up to see our older sister, eyes closed, laying on
her stomach, not watching us-then the wave slams into my
back and throws me into the water and off my board. Kayli's
hand separates from my ankle and I go down into the freezing
water. I'm inside a powerful darkness, eyes clamped shut
against the salt water. Myback is dragging against the bottom,
against the sand and coarse pebbles. I feel my body start to ris:
only to be pummeled again by a force that rolls me and holds
me under. My lungs are burning, begging me for air.
I feel something grab my arm. I never imagine I would
be one of those things carried away by the ocean.
Kayli drags me from the surf, coughing and choking. I r
the air arms and legs flailing, the saltwater tearing at my thro:
More terrified than I'd ever been. Kayli pulls me into a hug un
I can breathe again.
An Earnest Plea - Daniel Uniekis
God, Iwant you in my life, but don't get in my way. I only
have this one opportunity to establish this image of myself.
When people look at me, Iwant them to see your face, but
not so much that they don't still see me. Yousee, God, this life
is mine. I'm grateful you gave it to me, and I'm grateful you
paid the price for me, but it's just really important that I'm
comfortable and I feel good about myself. Part of feeling good
about myself is feeling smart, and following you is confusing
and I might not understand something. So, it's easier just
to masquerade. And as for that cross you asked me to carry,
well,you seem so much more able to carry it. Youalready did
anyway, so just keep going. You're doing great! Besides, it looks
hard and uncomfortable.
Wait, what do you mean you want me to carry my own?
Yourblood is all over it!
But jesus, then your blood will get all over me!
But jesus, that would change me. That might blow me
out of my comfort zone. People might only see you when they
0, see me. Some of the things I do might go unnoticed. And I'd
have to give up things that I don't want to.
And jesus, look ahead! There's a big curve in the road
and I can't see around it! How willi know what's coming next
or where the path goes?
Iii What jesus? Carry this lamp for my feet as a light unto
fatrnypath?
til But I can't, jesus! I've got this really heavy cross in my
hands.
What jesus? Carry the lamp in my mouth? But jesus,
then I can't talk about you all the time! How will people know
I'ma Christian if I can't use my big words and my constantly
changingtheological ideas to discuss and banter with them?
What? I have to use my actions to show your love
nstead?
But jesus, how will I talk to you? How will I tell you all
he things I need help with? How will I tell you when things
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aren't right and I need help?
Youmean I'm not supposed to be talking all the time ...
and you want me to listen, too!?
But jesus, you said your yoke is easy and your burden is
light. This is too hard!
What do you mean I haven't even taken a single step
yet? I don't need to do that to know this is hard. No, jesus, you
take your cross back for now. I'll use the lamp when it's really
dark, and if we see someone I know, I'll help carry the cross.
But for now, it's easier for me to do it this way.
But jesus, why can't we make progress until I'm doing
my part? Can't you just carry me too? I promise, someday ('II
look back on my life and think about that footprints in the sand
poem and give you all the glory for helping me.
Are you sure jesus?
You're not satisfied with that?
Youhave a different plan?
You're completely sure?
Well, then will you show me how to carry my cross?
Will you explain what it means and how to do it?
And will you help me light the lamp, too?
And most importantly, jesus, will you help me just one more
time, to take this thousandth "first step"?
and now, how about a second ...
Nothing and everything - Graham Kinsinger
In a city so bright and alive, with its constant buzz,
there was so much to see. The bright lights lit up the night and
danced with such liveliness that I couldn't help but grin. How
could I overlook anything? I was doing my best to take in ev-
erything Chicago had to offer. Suddenly God gave me one more
piece of Chicago.
An African American man walked straight towards me,
his ragged outfit hinting that he might be homeless. His broken
smile displayed poorly kempt teeth. "Heyman, do you have a
few bucks you could spare? Or could you get me some food?"
Although I might have guiltily averted my eyes from people
begging on the street, there was no avoiding this man. Wewere
near a McDonald's so I agreed to sit and eat with him.
As if from a new source, the man's eyes shone brighter
than the city lights I had previously admired. "Myname's Mark,
by the way. Thanks so much for this." I nodded and watched
him happily munch on his burger and fries. "You're a Christian
aren't you?" His question took me by such surprise that I could
only nod again. "Yeah,I love those Christian kids, they're so
willing to help a brother out."
Gladness overwhelmed me, as Iwas thankful for the
kindness ofthose before me. "Jesus has been so good to me;'
Mark smiled. I was suddenly head over heels trying to figure
out how this statement made sense. Whatever Mark's story
was, I was positive that he had so much to be angry about ...
yet here he was smiling about how Jesus had treated him well.
"Can I show you where I live?" I wracked my brain for
all the possible locations for Mark to live, but realized I would
never know unless I went with. I glanced at my phone to make
sure I had time before my train left. After he'd had myapprov-
al, Mark excitedly threw his wrappers away and led me out the
door, the broad smile never leaving his face.
Weweaved through the city, leaving dazzling skyscrap-
ers behind for orange-hued streets hidden by subway bridges
overhead. I scanned the area, wondering if Mark would pull
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keys out of his pocket and open the door to one of the houses
nearby. "We should see a Bulls game sometime, don't you
think?" I gave an enthusiastic response but knew full well that
it had a slim chance of ever happening.
"Here we are, home sweet home!" Mark turned to me
and gestured. Again, my eyes swept the area, looking for where
he was pointing. Myheart sank as I watched Mark proudly
lift a flap on a cardboard box that revealed a sleeping bag, a
blanket, and a few other things. Everyone has heard of people
living in cardboard boxes on the side of the road but my mind
refused to believe the actuality of the current situation.
"Allof us guys respect each other's stuff. There's other
guys around here but we leave each other's stuff alone." I just
stood there, incredulous, knowing Iwould never forget that
moment. Here was a man, who truly had nothing, yet had ev-
erything.
3(
I Believe in You - Holly Stewart
My sister is a drug addict.
I've never spoken those words in my entire life.
It's almost a liberating feeling to release what I have been bot-
tling up for almost four years.
I remember the first time she went missing. Thirteen days later
she was found under a bridge, slowly dying from an overdose.
Rushed to the hospital, we were told to expect the worst. I re-
member that week of fear, of crying out to God in prayer, plead-
ing, screaming, "Save my sister."
God granted our prayers and my sister was released from the
hospital soon after.
I begged her to go to rehab.
"I don't need it" she said, "I can stop whenever I want."
But that's the funny things about addicts.
They honestly believe that they can stop whenever they want.
They feel in control when the truth is, they have lost all power.
My sister and I have always been close. We've always told each
other everything. She was my go-to person for any problem,
worry, or stress. She was my protector and my role model for
independence and good decisions. I always wanted to grow up
to be just like her: tough and confident.
"I never wanted to turn out this way." Her voice is cracked and
slurred. She's using again.
"We all miss you:' I say. My voice breaks. My eyes are watering.
My chest is burning. ~
"I'm going to straighten up." Her words are hard to make out.
I close my eyes and listen to the sound of her raspy breathing.
I've heard this all before. The "I've learned my lesson, I'm get-
ting sober, I'm going to make it this time" speech.
"You need help." I try to make my pitchy voice sound level.
"I know, sissy." Her pet name for me makes my heart leap. "I
have to go now. Tell everyone I love them."
My fingers grip the telephone in my hand, trying to somehow
contain her. Please, don't go.
"Call soon, please:' I beg.
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"Iwill. Love you sissy."
"Loveyou sissy," I whisper back.
I hear a click on the other line, but the phone doesn't leave my
ear.
Curled up on the chair by the window, I continue talking as if
she's still there.
"Dad cooked your favorite blueberry pancakes this morning.
He came into my room, tickled my toes, and sang the morning
song. Doyou remember that song? Wake up you sleepy head!
Get up, get out of bed! See how the sun is shining! Wake up and
move your toes! Tell them it's time to go!We have a lot to do
today!"
Myvoice breaks into sobs. "I believe in you sissy. Everything is
going to be alright."
I put the phone on the table.
Mysister has been and out of rehab three times.
She's started and left school four times.
She's sobered up long enough to live on her own then relapsed,
returning to the street six times.
I live for the days when her face lights up in a smile, when she
remembers to call our baby sister on her birthday, when I hear
her laugh at one of my mom's jokes.
I live for the days when there is a light in her eyes.
Every day is a battle.
It has taken me almost four years to come to terms with the
fact that I do not have the power to change her.
Iwant to rescue her.
But sometimes, the most we can do is just love someone-no
matter how many times they drag us through the mud, let us
down, or cause us pain.
Because that's what family does: love unconditionally.
I believe in you sissy.
Everything is going to be alright.
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Blue Smudge - Johanna Perkins
The Beginning.
My favorite t-shirt. Off-white and almost opaque looking from
probably a few more years of wear than was intended for the
garment. To just anyone, viewing the rag would be far from a
unique experience. It was a "Jesus Loves Me" shirt, proclaiming
that all children are precious in His sight, depicting generic col-
ored crayons and overly comic children of different races. But,
if you looked closely, toward the bottom right, right above the
seam, you would see a little blue smudge, faded on one edge
and gloppy on the other where the puff-paint had dried. This
was the smudge, and the sole purpose I would continue to wear
this shirt until my belly button would peek out, and the sleeves
slowly shrunk into a tank top. My seven year old self really
cared less about what originally was on that shirt, the message
it gave, or how obviously ridiculous I looked in it. It was that
blue smudge, produced by the cutest boy in first grade that I
cared about. It symbolized our destiny together,l was sure.
His name was Jacob James Gustafson. Kindergarten round-up,
that's where we began, on a gingerbread man hunt with the
best of all kindergarten teachers, Mrs. Rikkle. "Okay kindergar-
teners, are you ready to hunt some gingerbread men?" "YES!"
All of us cried, our naive joy ringing unfamiliarly through the
deserted school hallways. "Okay, then everybody get your
detective hats on ..." her voice drowned out as we q,ll raced to
get in line behind her. We were to search in pairs.Iinmg up two
by two, one pair behind the next. It was a Noah's Ark scene,
except all his animals were replaced with small children-wear-
ing new tennis shoes and grins much too wide for their min-
iature pearly whites to fill. Everyone started pairing with pals
from daycare, something I had begged my mom to let me go
to (apparently mom's don't like to pay for daycare if they are
stay at home moms). Who would I be paired with? I nervously
wondered as Chantell, the round squishy-faced daughter of my
mom's friend started waddling toward me. Oh no, I thought,
spotting her dimpled smirk as she less than gracefully weaved
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her way through the two-by-twos. I did not want to be HER
detective partner, recalling the county fair where she "politely"
asked for every single bite of my cotton candy. I was just start-
ing to accept my unfortunate partner fate when I noticed a boy
nonchalantly standing beside me. We just fell in line with the
others, sparing me the heartache of perhaps another subtly
stolen snack. But, when the boy turned to me and said, "I'm
Jacob, you can call me jake" my heart filled with butterflies, and
Cotton Candy Chantell became the least of my problems. I don't
care what anyone says, there is such a thing as kindergarten
love and I had the worst case of it by far.
The End.
I used to love volleyball camp. I got to play the sport I
loved with the tall, experienced high school girls who made
every awkward fifth grade volleyball move with ease. I hate it
now. I suffered through the last few years of it, but the feeling it
gave me has never faded. It was early afternoon. Mydad picked
me up. I tossed my things in the back, noticing the water jugs
thrown carelessly among bits of corn, dusty tools and stranded
soda cans that had been there longer than I could remember.
Why doesn't he just throw them away? I opened the door,
creaking with much need ofWD-40 and jumped in, expecting
him to hand me a green Powerade. There was no Powerade.
Just silence as he slowly shifted the pickup into drive. After too
many seconds of silence he finally said, "The Gustafson boy got
in a car accident this morning." Not fully grasping the weight
of what he said, I answered "Maybe that'll scare him into not
swearing so much." Dad looked at me, knowing I didn't want
to hear what he had to say anymore than he wanted to say it.
"johanna, from the sounds of it, it's pretty serious. They're not
sure he's going to make it." I just sat there and stared out the
window, my brain and heart wrestling with how they were go-
ing to allow me to feel. Ten miles of silence. We pulled into the
driveway, I got out, grabbed my bags, and grabbed those stupid
soda cans.
He was gone. just like that. My friend, my crush, my
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classmate gone like he'd never been there. At times Iwould
wish that were the case. That I never would have met him so he
never could have been taken away. Two days I sat in my room.
just sat, and cried. No one really knew what to say.What could
you say? There was no explanation for what had happened. No
explanation why the boy I was so certain Iwas going to marry
was gone. After the second day my brother, josh, knocked on
my door, "johanna, can Icome in?" "Sure." I replied. "The funer-
al is tomorrow. Are you going to go?" I just sat. "johanna, you
should go. I think it would help a lot. I'll take you if you'd like."
I nodded my head. I didn't want to go to the funeral because I
didn't want there to be one. But, there was going to be a funer-
al, I wasn't going to stop it so I was going to go. I knew I needed
to.
There were so many people. A tragic death like that in
a small community hits everyone hard I guess. Throughout the
service I just cried. The preacher talked about jacob breaking
the church sign with a baseball and about how he loved being
a cowboy. It still didn't feel like him though. Everything began
to blend into a big blur. Iwas just waiting for it all to be over
now. Then I saw her. His mom. I've never seen so much pain in
someone's eyes. I wanted to look away, it was hard seeing her
like this, but then her gaze caught mine, and she smiled. She
stopped her conversation and walked over to me, picked me up
off the ground and held me. I burrowed my face into her shoul-
der and just sobbed. "He used to tell me how smaft and pretty
he thought you were, johanna. He'd tell me 'Mom, she's just so
smart I don't even know what to say to her sometimes.' " She
told me through tears. She just kept holding me as I soaked her
shoulder.
I found my brother and left. We got home and I went straight
to my room. Where do I go from here? I thought. What do I do
next? Iwalked over to my closet, pulled open the third drawer
and toward the back I took out the shirt. The shirt with the blue
smudge, pulled it over my head and ran my fingers over that
familiar spot where the puff-paint had dried.
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Shimily - Johanna Perkins
She held the small heart-shaped piece of oak in her hands as
ifit had belonged there all along. It even seemed to have been
the purpose of the tree it came from, to be coaxed and carved
into that perfect fit to her hands. She traced her fingers along
the contours of the letters etched delicately into the surface:
SHMILY.A tear slipped from her cheek and pounded into the
valleys of the 'M'.She turned to take one last look at the casket
behind her, one last look at the man she had loved for 58 years,
and then she cried.
I had never seen my grandma cry before. Even after
Grandpa's diagnosis, she made up her mind to be tough.
Grandpa was always the one who cried, the sentimental one.
Every Christmas Grandpa would read the Christmas story
before anyone could open their presents. Without fail, as he
would begin to describe the scene of the Christ babe wrapped
in swaddling cloths, tears would well up in his eyes, blurring
his bifocals. He would always pause, as he choked on the words
"and you shall call him Immanuel, Godwith us",Grandma
would supportively pat him on the back, smile and say, "Oh
Darel, you always get teary-eyed at this part. The kids want to
open their gifts."
Grandpa would then wipe his nose with a worn, used tissue
pulled from his white, cotton v-neck shirt pocket and take out
his signature pocket notepad, "I've got one more thing Iwant
to read to you all,"Grandpa always had something inspirational
he wanted to read to you, or to anyone who would hear it.
He could find a "good read" in any book or reading material.
Hewould borrow books from my mom, the over-buyer, but
never-reader, and bend back page after page in her never-been-
touched limited edition books of different renowned Christian
writers, She would get so irritated with him. But now that
he's gone, every once and awhile I'll find her standing by her
bookshelf, crying over the little folded down triangles scattered
throughout one of her books.
Every October, when the leaves started to turn, Grandpa
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would come back to Nebraska for harvest. I can still hear
him saying it, as he'd get out of his little, tan Ranger pickup,
yawning off his lO-hour drive and shaking off the city with a
big smile on his face. "I'm home."
Grandpa was a farm kid. He was born on the farm,
raised on the farm, and married and raised his own family
on the farm. Nebraska soil was in his blood. After thirty
years farming, Grandma's brother who owned a truck line in
Minnesota, asked Grandpa to take a job in St. Paul. "Never" my
mom had said when my dad had come home and told her about
Grandpa's offer. "He'd never move and leave the farm. He's got
three kids that live here and four grandkids. He's not going to
move. He would never leave the farm."
But three years of getting hailed out not only steals a
farmer's money, it steals his hope. Grandpa still had two kids
left to raise, and he was broke. So, in November 1986, he took
the job. The Il-Haul came the very next day. After fifty years
of living between the Sappy Creek and little Beaver City; Darel
Perkins moved to the city.
Grandpa had been back for harvest, five falls before he
was diagnosed with stomach and liver cancer, and he came
across a book. In it he found a story titled "SHMILY",which
stood for "See How Much I Love You".The man who wrote the
story would leave notes around his house for his wife to find
with the acronym SHMILYwritten on each note. As soon as he
finished reading the story, he announced, "I'm going to read
this to you guys, it's called 'Shimily' ".He always p'ronounced
it like that, shem-el-ee, in his farmer's accent, adding an extra
'I' as if it were to say, "See How I Much I Love You".Grandpa
admired this ritual, and decided he'd adopt it as his own.
Grandpa loved the farm, but more than that he loved Grandma.
They met in grade school. In junior high Darel was the
"hot item on the market" as Grandma says. But, he had chosen
her, Mary Williams, as his main affection. He began to hold
her a place in the lunch line everyday. "He liked me because
I wasn't hot after his trail like all the other girls", Grandma
told me with a proud smile. And that was the beginning. They
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married at 17 and 18 and were together until they were 71 and
72, their love only growing with age. I'll never forget during
harvest when Grandpa stayed with us, he called Grandma every
single night. He never missed.
After returning to the city after harvest, Grandpa began
his "SHIMILY"ritual. He left Grandma notes in her coat pocket,
or her Bible - sometimes he'd even leave them in her frying
pans. Grandma loved it and began to leave him notes on his
desk or in his woodshop.
Grandpa called me Pebbles, like Pebbles and Bam Bam
from the Flinstones. Maybe it was because I was always getting
into some kind of mess. Regardless, I loved it. To everyone else
I was just Johanna, but to Grandpa I was Pebbles.
"Pebbles. MyPebbles." Mygrandpa reached his weak
yellowed arms from his bed to hug me. He was so yellow. He
was so weak. The evidence of his liver shutting down colored
his whole body. The toxins his liver was supposed to deal with
had nowhere else to go, so they just clung to his skin, staining
it yellow - like my finger paints used to stain my hands when I
was little. But, my finger paints had made pretty pictures. Like
the yellow wheat fields and awful stick-figure portrayals of
our family mom would proudly hang on the fridge. Where are
Grandpa's pretty pictures, God? I found myself asking. Where
are his pretty wheat fields to justify his stains, his yellow
stains?
I couldn't see them. I couldn't see God's rewards to my
grandpa, I just saw a man, a man who had so admirably lived
a life pleasing to our Creator. Now he was a yellow man, with
beautiful silver hair swept to the side. Ayellow man with a
white cotton v-neck hanging from his shrunken figure. Why
would Godwant to take one of His best soldiers from the
battlefield? Why didn't He give Grandpa his wheat field?
While all of the family was in Minnesota to be with Grandpa
during his last days, my dad went back to Nebraska to pay
off the farm. The phone call from an oldest son to his dying
father to tell him that his debts have been paid is something
not many are witness to. A farmer lives his life to payoff his
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farm. Grandma held the phone next to Grandpa's ear as he lay
in their living room on a Hospice bed. Mydad choking back
tears to tell him, "Dad, the farm's paid in full. Youwon't need to
worry about mom." The relief and appreciation finding room
on Grandpa's expression is something that can and never will
be reenacted.
I bent down, tears burning my eyes, my cheeks, and the corners
of my nose. "MyPebbles" he struggled to whisper in my ear.
"Youalways know what to say.Youalways know what to say."
Hugging him, I felt it. I felt the peace he had within about dying.
I felt his love for jesus, and I felt SHMILY.
Cancer was not the victor in my grandpa's battle.
Grandpa was leaving us willingly. He would now be with him
whom he had proudly served up to that last gasping breath. He
was not yellow from murderous toxins. He was yellow because
he was glowing, his wheat fields of happiness, the Nebraskan
soil pulsating through him. Wewere his wheat field, and his
painting was the legacy he was leaving, the rich heritage of
a Christian man. He privileged us all with the opportunity
to watch a man who loved and served his jesus, his wife, his
family and friends with everything he had, leave this earth
beautifully.
Wewere getting ready to leave, to say goodbye to
Grandpa one last time, when my uncle jeff told Grandma there
was something she needed to see in Darel's casket. She was so
tough. Even at her own husband's funeral she ke~t composed,
holding herself together for her family. She looked at him,
puzzled, but followed. She looked down into the oak stained
box holding the man she herself had held for 58 years. In his
hands, resting on his chest he held that little wooden heart that
fit perfectly into her hands. SHMILY.It was as if there had been
strings holding her up that someone cut without warning. Her
body collapsed as she began to sob. jeff quickly grabbed her
and held her small frame up. Mygrandma, my tough grandma
had finally let go to mourn her beloved. It seemed as though
time had stopped, and then she stopped crying. She stood,
wiped her face, then turned and looked at all of us, her sons,
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her daughters, and her grandchildren, standing at the back of
the church watching her with red faces and tears in our eyes.
She turned back and whispered to him. "I see how much:'
The funeral was so quickly over. It was fast, but it was
right. He was going to be buried at the old cemetery by the
farm. Grandpa would get to take one last drive past his land
that ran through his veins - the land he loved.
Darel's Prayer
Lord I first want to thank you for all the blessings you have
given that I don't deserve. I thank you for Mary,my wife, my
best friend. The one who is always there and she is always
cheerful, always dependable. I pray you will be with her and
encourage her when she becomes discouraged. I pray you
will continue to bless her with the wisdom you have already
given her. I pray that you will bless each and every one of our
children and grandchildren. I pray that you will make them
more caring for each other and realize that the true blessings
in life come in loving and caring for each other even when
love does not come in return, for that is really true love. I pray
for your protection over each and everyone of them. I pray
that you will be as patient and caring for each and every one
of them as you have been with me. Sorry that I have been so
slow to pick up on what you have wanted to show me. I'm sure
there is much more you have to show me when I become more
pliable to your will. I pray that you will give our family a never-
ending love for you and for each other. I pray that you will bind
us together so that we will hold each other up in prayer. I pray
that when animosity and strife do come that you will give us a
special love for each other. I again dedicate and place each and
everyone of them in your hands. Mayyour grace go with us.
Wewill give you the praise in Jesus name Amen.
"For Carlos" - Keely Wright
Onmy list of things to do in my life, I can cross this one
off. Going to a funeral where 70 percent of the words are spo-
ken in Spanish is an experience to behold. It was a funeral for
the little brother of my good friend and classmate, Alejandra.
Why would someone go to something so painful if they didn't
have to? Maybe it's because I wanted to be there for Ales - or
maybe I just wanted something to change me, just a little bit.
I made sure Iwore red, because red was his favorite
color, they told me. He was ...so little. Nobody understood why.
I looked around ... classmates and their parents ... little boys
and girls ... older siblings and their friends, their family ...What
seemed like the entire Hispanic community of Sioux county
filtered into the Catholic church, and then, just about as many
Caucasians. In times like these, familia is the core a person
needs to stand on. Strong bonds through immigration, blood-
lines, language barriers, loyalty, and love.
I shivered. I cried. I tried to translate the priest's words
before the English priest took his turn. I failed. I watched
people. It was incredible how many different types of people
all came together for this family and this boy.
My friend Holly and I drove to the cemetery together - I
didn't want to drive alone. After about fifteen minutes we man-
aged to get out of the parking space, and by then the small talk
ran out. ~
"I had a dream last night. About Myles and Carlos in
heaven together."
"Yeah?"I looked over at Holly;whose older brother
Myles had passed away several years ago from Muscular Dys-
trophy.
She paused. "I told him to take care of him up there."
I smiled, on the verge of tears once more. To think that my
friend Alejandra had to lose someone so little and innocent as a
little brother-
"The service was good."
"I couldn't understand what was going on half the time."
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"Yeah ...but it was nice. I didn't cry as much as I thought
I would."
"It helps that you don't know what they're saying."
Finally, we arrived and climbed out, heading over to the
plot.
"Carlos and Myles can keep each other company;' one
of us said. Myles Devos's headstone was only a short distance
away. We joined the growing crowd near the open grave, walk-
ing hesitantly over the strange berries the covered the ground.
It was just our luck that Carlos's grave would be surrounded by
awkward miniscule fruit-bearing trees. I imagined they looked
beautiful in the spring, with the blossoms gently floating to the
ground. But now in fall, all they could manage were a ton of
strange-smelling berries.
The burial was the hardest part of the entire afternoon.
The pain and anguish was indescribable. The coffin was low-
ered into the ground by a machine that made a strange crank-
ing noise. It was silent but for the wind, the birds, and that
awful cranking noise. Nobody talked. Some cried, softly. Most
of us just watched. And then I heard a wail, a cry that still gives
me chills: the wail of a mother burying her seven-year-old son.
That is something that will never leave me. I gave up fighting
the tears and let them come. It seemed like all the pain in the
world was concentrated in this small burial plot in Northwest
Iowa.
Carlos's classmates gathered around their teacher, who
was giving them all red balloons. Rojo. Rojo for Carlos. There
was a cd player. Someone pushed play.
"De colores,
de colores se vis ten los campos en la primavera,
de colores,
de colores son los pajarillos que vienen de afuera,
de colores,
de colores es el arco iris que vemos lucir,
y por eso los grandes amores
de muchos colores
me gustan ami ..."
12
Slowly; the red balloons floated off, away from the
mourners, away from the world. The symbolism was simple
but astounding to me. With the balloons, Carlos's soul had
finally gone from the physical world, leaving some small peace
in our minds.
I had never been to a bilingual funeral before. But pain,
just like love, exceeds all barriers.
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A Night at the Mall - Nathan Mastbergen
"What do you wanna do?"
"I don't know. What do you wanna do?"
"I came up with the idea last time. It's your turn"
Fishing for ideas in my brain - finally, a bite.
"Why don't we just go to the mall, see what I have in my trunk,
and we'll go from there?"
A short time later my friend Mitch and I are standing outside
the Southern Hills Mall peering into my trunk.
"Let's see what we have here:'
I pull out an authentic Mexican poncho.
"Mitch,why don't you try this on?"
I pull out a five-foot-long stick.
"What good is a Mexican farmer without his staff?"
I reach back into the trunk and pull out last year's Hal-
loween costume, a cow suit from Goodwill. It is about as im-
pressive as one would expect a five dollar thrift store purchase
to be. It resembles a one-piece pajama found on a four-year-old
boy except instead of a zipper in the front, it is closed by ty-
ing two strings below the back of my neck. Unfortunately; no
matter how tightly these strings are secured, an opening re-
mains in the middle of my back allowing my red shirt to peak
through. I suppose at one point it had a head, but there is no
sign of it now. One aspect of my purchase undoubtedly makes it
worth the money spent - its udders. In the middle of my torso,
four four-inch-long udders proudly protrude. If its black spots
contrasted with a dingy shade of white was not enough to tell
someone I was a cow, the udders screamed it.
I put on the costume and begin to share with Mitch the
plan: he'll be the Mexican farmer and I'll be the runaway cow.
Myidea is met with resistance.
"No.Trn not gonna do that."
"Mitch, c'mon what's the worst that will happen? They
kick us out of the mall and suspend us for a week? It's gonna be
fun."
"I don't know man."
"Plus its not like we're gonna get caught. When's the last
time you saw an in-shape mall cop?"
After a few more minutes of my fool prooflogic, we walk
calmly to the front entrance of the mal!. I open the door and
take off past the movie theatre. Fists pumping, legs churning, I
give my cry,
"Mooooooooooaaww .... Mooooooooooooaaaww'
Not the healthiest sounding cow ever, but I'm in distress.
Mitch follows close behind me.
"Get back here cow, get back here."
I fight back a smile as we run. I laugh inwardly as I see
the reaction of those we pass: faces of laughter, of fright, of con-
fusion, - and blank faces, so surprised they don't know what
expression to make.
Enjoying myself thoroughly, I hang a left at the food
court. It's packed. Out of the corner of my eye I see a threat to
our amusement.
One ofthe out-of-shape mall cops is sprinting towards
us. Determination on his face.
Fortunately; I can see him coming. Fortunately; his age
combined with his gut places his sprint on par with a fat boy
with a broken leg. Unfortunately; Mitch does not share my
luxury of a clear view. A set of trash cans sits between Mitch
and our assailant blocking my friend's view.
The mall cop bolts from behind a trash can with an un-
foreseen burst of speed as if fired from a slingshot. Arms out-
stretched, the mall cop tackles Mitch into the waf!.
I'm no longer having fun. I am no longer mooing. I do
not know what to do. I keep running.
As I reach the parking lot, I quickly take off my cow suit
and toss it underneath a parked car and attempt to walk casu-
ally. I see the mall security car with two mall cops searching the
parking lot for a cow with the head of a man. They approach
me and roll down their window.
"Were you in the mall?"
(fYes Iwas."
"What were you doing in the mall?"
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I remember my friend who I had left behind. Part of me
still holds onto my idea that at worst we would be suspended
from the mall for a week. I swallow.
"Urn ...I'rn the guy that you want."
The now confident security guard leans into his walkie-
talkie.
"Yeah,we got em."
The duo gets out car their car.
"We're gonna have you wait here til your friend gets out here."
After a grueling wait, the front door of the mall opens and out
of it comes the mall cop who had tackled my friend. Behind
him is my friend, still sporting his bright, multicolored attire.
Behind him, his hands, followed by not another mall cop but a
member of the Sioux City Police Department.
Two hours later, I finish filling out paperwork. The nice
man escorts me to a tiny room with an uncomfortable bed. I
hear the lady at the front desk talking on the phone.
"Hello, this is Carrie at juvenile hall, we have your son."
Two weeks later, my mom is thumbing through the mail
and pulls out two letters and sets them on the table.
"Nathan there are some letters for you here."
I pick up the two letters. The first is from the Southern
HillsMall. I open; inside is a highlighted map of the mall and
its surrounding area along with a letter explaining that if I go
anywhere in the highlighted area during the next year, I could
be arrested. Placing the first letter aside, I pick up the second
envelop. The return address reads, "The City of Sioux City."I
tear it open and take out the piece of paper inside. It informs
me that I am being charged with disorderly conduct, and that
if Iwant to avoid a court date, I need to attend a diversion class
about citizenship.
It is July.Mitch and I climb the stairs of the local youth center
and join the already seated group. We take seats on opposite
sides of the circle. Among the ten teens in the group no words
are exchanged; we just sit in an awkward anticipation for the
instructor to begin whatever we are going to be doing in this
class.
A short, stout, nervous man with glasses enters the room and
takes his seat in our circle.
'Alright, this is actually my first time leading a class like this
and I'm not really sure how to start. I think what Iwant to do,
mostly because I'm curious, is go around the circle and every-
one say what they did to get them here."
Atall, good-looking blonde girl goes first with a shaky voice.
"Myname is Cindy and I'm here because I got caught at a party:'
She is followed by a skinny boy with glasses and acne whose
gaze stays fixed on the floor as he speaks.
"Eh,my name is Dan and, eh, I'm here cuz I got caught stealing
from a store in the mall."
Two more group members introduce themselves and their
transgression before its Mitch's turn.
"I'm Mitch and I dressed up like a Mexican farmer and
chased a kid dressed up as a cow through the mall."
Our fellow group members snicker and look at each
other trying to figure out if it's ok that they're laughing. Our
leader shows no reserve - a geyser of laughter shoots up from
deep within him.
After the laughter dies down, we are finally able to return to in-
troductions. Agirl who got caught shoplifting. Aboy who stole
from his neighbor's garage. Aboy and a girl who had started
fights at school. All have different stories, but they all share em-
barrassment. It is now my turn to talk. I glance ttver at Mitch
then look at the leader. I look at the broken and ashamed faces
of the others in the group. I force seriousness into my eyes.
"Iwas the cow:'
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Jacob - Nathan Mastbergen
One
The first day of my summer working at a day camp, Iwas put in
charge of leading 70 kids in a game of sharks and fish. Within
the first few minutes, I received news from more than one child
that a short chubby boy named jacob had been tagged multiple
times but, he refused to become a shark.
"I'll watch him this time," I responded.
As I gave the signal for the swarm of elementary aged "fish" to
take off across the gym hoping to elude their "shark" assailants,
I kept an eye on jacob. His chubby chest stuck out in front as he
ran, making a path for the rest of his body. His buzzed, too-big-
for his-body head was tilted back struggling to keep up with his
chest. As the five-year-old streaked across the gym, he acted
numb to the four or five hands that tagged him. How dare he
cheat at my game?
"jacob, you're a shark bud."
The smile that raised the corners of his mouth along with his
chubby cheeks disappeared, and his face sunk, forcing his bot-
tom lip to extend from his face. His eyeballs rose in their sock-
ets as he argued:
"They never touched me."
"I saw it buddy; I was watching you."
"C'mon," Shoulders and eyebrows raised, hands open, palms
out as he made his appeal.
"You're a shark or you're not playing."
flOk
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fine.'!
jacob grudgingly took up his shark duty and the game contin-
ued. Soon I found out that jacob was in my class for the sum-
mer. It would be a long ten weeks. •
Two
Ona bus ride back from an afternoon at the pool, I noticed
jacob sit next to a blonde girl in a pink bathing suit. Despite
her lack of front teeth, she was the girl that all the five-year-old
boys had a crush on. Not recalling ever seeing the two playing
together, I didn't see a possible problem. I found a seat a few
rows behind them.
Poor decision.
"They're kissing;' announced the girl sitting across the
aisle.
I'd never dealt with this before. Five-year-olds don't kiss. Or so
I thought. Slowly, I walk towards the two lovebirds unsure of
what I was going to do.
"What are you two doing?" I asked putting on my angry face.
jacob's cheeks turned red, his eyes rolled back in his head,
and an embarrassed smile moved across his face. He smacked
his open palm on his forehead. It was clear he was leaving the
talking to his new puppy-lover. The embarrassed girl sat on her
knees and buried her face into her lap and her hands. Peeping
up at me, she gave her defense.
"We love each other and there's nothing you can do to stop us."
It took all my strength to muster the phrase, "No kissing on the
bus," and get back to my seat before the silent laughter took
over.
jacob always remained faithful to his girls, at least for a
couple days. Though he had learned his lesson about kissing on
the lips, it didn't stop him from holding hands, kissing hands,
or telling what seemed like every girl how beautiful they were.
jacob was a pre-school player.
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Three
I heard his screams from the other side ohhe slide and
rushed over to help. When I got to him, the blood was flowing
freely down his leg and puddling into his left Cree, He informed
me that he couldn't walk. I carried him inside to tend to his
wound. I washed off the blood as jacob's tears streamed down
his cheeks and trickled off his chin. He questioned whether he
would ever be able to walk again. Then I performed a miracle.
"Jacob, I've got some magic band-aids"
"Really?"
"Yeah, hang on; let me turn the magic on high first. I think you'll
need it."
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I placed the bandage over the wound. He stood up and cau-
tiously began to test his wounded leg. Within seconds he had
his chest out, his head back, and was sprinting in a circle shout-
ing, "These magic band-aids really work!"
Four
The children buzzed with excitement as they sat and lis-
tened to the park ranger's directions on our fieldtrip to Ponca
State Park
"I'm gonna hold up an animal fur and you guys try to guess
what animal it belongs to."
He held up a raccoon fur.
"Raccoon," said a boy sitting in the front row.
"RACOON,"shouted Jacob.
"That's right guys; it's a raccoon fur."
Jacob's shoulders raised with success and a smile of accom-
plishment captured his face
The kids did their best to guess more animals: rabbit, beaver,
skunk, deer, and many others. They were doing well until one
pelt stumped them all. The park ranger realized they were
struggling and decided to give some clues:
"This one starts with an F... it likes shiny things .... it kind of
smells bad .... um ... it starts with an E"
I heard a kid from the other class whisper softly,
/If*****.''
Though I was surprised that someone this young knew that
word, it was said softly and I only heard it because I was near-
by. I thought since hardly anyone had heard it I would be able
to handle the situation smoothly. Once again I was mistaken.
Though most had not heard the word Jacob had.
IfF*****!"
I looked over at Jacob. He was sitting criss-cross-applesauce
with his hands in his lap and a smile on his face as he waited
for the park ranger to tell him that he was right.
I looked at the park ranger. His mouth hung open in
amazement. As he gained some of his composure, he searched
for a way to deal with this misguided guess.
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"No ... this is a ferret .... it's a ferret skin .... I think that
that's enough of this game."
I took Jacob aside and talked to him about his new vocabulary.
But I could not be angry.
Five
[ now am finished with my final shift. I stand in the corner
of the gym as the kids play and wait for their parents to pick
them up. I am no longer on the clock. All my responsibilities
have been fulfilled; yet, here I stand. I could be going home to
enjoy my last weekend before I go back to school for the year;
instead, I'm standing in a gym watching a little boy play, trying
to figure out how to say goodbye. Not wanting to say goodbye.
Never wanting to say goodbye. I might see him next summer. I
might not ever see him.
"Alright Jacob, I'm heading out bud."
At these words the little boy freezes and turns. Arms
open wide, he walks towards me. I get on one knee and accept
his hug. His tiny arms do their best to wrap themselves around
me. His small chubby hands clutch my shirt tightly making me
unable to pull away. I don't want to pull away. Tears roll down
his cheeks.
"You're the best teacher ever."
His tears are contagious.
"Thanks buddy ..... I'll see you later."
And then I left.
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Rusted Wagon Wheel - Renee Ausborn
The rusty iron, bent and misshapen, stands vertical-a
part of my favorite tree. An old metal wagon wheel embedded
in the Maple's bark. My friend Beverly calls it "Nature retaking."
Ilook at it tonight and think about how old it must be com-
pared to how old it looked to me as a child. I look it and think
how I am drawn to things that are impacted by the weather.
Old barns, fences or wagons that are worn and weathered, the
wood no longer smooth or bright, but dull and splintered, and
I see splendor. The beauty of age. It no longer holds that glossy
shine of paint as in the beginning, but is instead characterized
by cracks, slivers, and grayed wood due to the elements.
Women in this decade believe that beauty means perpetually
looking 25, but I see the beauty of wisdom in the grey hair
of the matriarch of the family.The older a person, the more
stories they have to tell of adventures they had as children, of
their family life, of the things they have seen, of the things they
learned. Objects, if they could talk, I feel would also have sto-
ries to tell, just like grandmother or grandfather. That is how
I feel as I look at this wheel, strong, stubborn, unable to turn
back time except through the memories it evokes. I am remind-
ed of the part of its story that includes me. I don't know its past,
but I wish it could tell me. I only know of my part in its history.
It was a good part of its story, at least, as I remember it.
It is Easter break, spring of 2010, and it is a coincidence
that I am out here at all. Had it not been for the terrible winter
we had, ice piling on branches weighing them down so much
they finally gave into the law of gravity; I would have been in
the house doing homework or watching a movie, or lying on
the grass reading a book lying on my favorite outside blanket,
with another wrapped around my shoulders to block out the
cool breeze. Instead, yesterday when I got home my dad asked
me to help him pickup sticks which, of course, inspired the idea
of a bonfire, roasted hot dogs, and gooey s'mores, We always
take the sticks we have picked up and haul them over to the
'1,.
back of the chicken yard where at one there had been a burn
barrel. When we finally have a huge pile of debris, we light a
fire, bring out all the fixings for one of our favorite activities,
and enjoy the comforting heat and the smell of burning wood.
That is what we were doing tonight. My friend Bev came
home with me for break and I had to show her all my childhood
hideaways. Mytree fortress is one of them. But of course, the
wagon wheel caught my attention which sparked the memory
of my imaginative youth.
All the years I have lived on this farm, we have kept
chickens. There is a fence around the chicken house that goes
all the way back to the grove of ever greens which my daddy
and his brother had planted and watered by hand as boys.
Behind the large grove, which my sisters and I and our friends
pretended was a large forest, were fields which produced ei-
ther soy beans or corn depending on what rotation of land we
were on that year. The grove and the fence served as boundar-
ies; not the type of boundary that encloses something good, but
the type of boundary which, if crossed could lead to another
world if you let it. Once we crossed the fence ...even before ...the
imaginary took over.
In these worlds we battled evil forces, but the good,
meaning whoever we were playing, always won in the end. We
played cowboys and Indians, where Iwas always an Indian
because they were just cooler with their bows, arrows and neat
feathers. We played runaway slaves, house, run~way prin-
cesses, spies, knights, orphans-anything a child's mind could
imagine, we made real. In these worlds, I was oblivious to the
world I came from. But even in my real world, I was oblivious
to things, though looking back now, I wonder how it were pos-
sible.
Behind the chicken house, behind the metal barrels, be-
hind a dilapidated little shed, there was a magical tree, just one
of the fantastical places on my farm which was transformed in
my imagination. This particular maple tree was a wonderful
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climbing tree, with many places amongst its branches where
one could easily and comfortably sit and make believe. Around
this tree numerous weathered logs leaned or were piled. The
wood was piled on one side of the tree on top of some old metal
farm scraps, leaving space underneath for us to crawl and have
a fort or hide out. On the other side of the tree a rusty plow,
the type which would have been pulled by a tractor, sits aban-
doned, amidst the other worn metal farm scraps. On top of the
pile of logs and wrapping around the trunk of the tree, were a
several metal rods which served as a bridge and a ramp, to the
upper part of the tree, the lookout tower, the upstairs, battle-
ments ...whatever it was in that moment of imagination.
One year, girl named Leslie came with her dad who
was building a hoop building for us. She was a year older than
Iwas and a year younger than my big sister Rachel, so we all
got along really well. She would come with her daddy almost
every day that he came and she soon became a big part of our
adventures. With her encouragement we decided to transform
this cool tree into a fort. That really didn't take that much work,
but for us three girls, it seemed a grand accomplishment. We
pounded nails into the tree to serve as hand and foot holds to
climb higher to the part of the tree that began to branch out.
We pulled a large scrap of sheet metal and nailed it to the tree
to serve as a slide. We found an old rusted gate and we rolled
smaller cuts of a once massive tree trunk, which had been
struck by lightning and fallen down, to create a fence, protect-
ing our new creation.
Inside this "fence,"next to our tree was a drafty log
cabin my dad had made for us out of the same logs that lay on
the old wagon next to the tree. I say drafty, because it was just
stacked logs held together at the corners by overlapping logs
and then staked on the inside and on the outside, to keep the
logs from rolling. He built this for us when we were reading the
Laura Ingalls Wilder books, so that we might have a tangible
picture of what her house may have looked like. That was his
stated reason, but I think he just loved to make cool places
for us to "live" in and watch as we let our imagination take us
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4where they would.
The tree, if one was playing Knights for example, would
serve as a watch tower, on one side was the inside ofthe for-
tress and the other was the outer wall. Along this outer wall,
we had discovered a secret escape. But to get to this secret
escape, one had to crawl under the wooden base of the for-
tress, through a "series and maze of tunnels" where one would
run into a dead end: the old wagon wheel which the tree had
claimed for its own. Above the wheel there were piles of logs
which slanted as they leaned against the tree. This was the final
end ...unless you were as wiry skin and bones as my sisters and
I were. We could fit through the spokes of the wheel, though it
was easier just to squeeze sideways over the top of the wagon
wheel, nearly smashed between the rusted metal hoop and the
slivery wood above us.
llook at this tonight, this wheel in the tree, incredu-
lous that we could ever have fit through this tiny crevice in
the once upon a time fortress. Where the wheel had been held
tightly by the expanding rings of the tree when I was little, it
was now inextricable and it was slowly being bent outward by
the strength of the tree giant as it continued its gradual ascent.
This place was different than it had been in my youth. Pieces
which added to the imagination had fallen down or had been
taken over by the tree. Some of the nails we had pounded into
the trees' flesh had healed into the bark of the tre;, while oth-
ers just peeked out still. The rods, the bridge, the ramp to the
fortress tower had fallen down. The metal slide which we had
created had long since been taken down on account of holes in
the metal which had cut us on numerous occasions. While this
hodge podge fort had once been overwhelmed by the childhood
adventures, built up in its glory days with no weakness in its
walls, it was now abandoned and lacked essential pieces ...some
just having been taken back by nature. The walls of our fortress
no longer did the job of protecting, but had many defects in it,
the weakness and childishness of our imaginary world more
than evident.
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Without the metal rods to serve as a ramp, I had to find another
way up to the place where the tree began to branch out. If I had
been smaller this passage of ascent would not have been pos-
sible without adding a ladder of some sort, but I found a log
and used the muscles I had since developed to haul myself up.
Up here I discovered some of the nails we girls had hammered
into the wood as steps, though some are so far drawn into the
woods, they are no longer of any use. I hoisted myself up to the
branches I had always referred to as sitting branches, and here
I sit with my pencil and paper watching the sun set, feeling the
cool breeze gently lift the wayward strands of hair off my face
and neck. Tranquil nostalgia. As the sun sets on me, sitting in
the symbol of my childhood innocence, beautiful, sad, peace-
fuLand I can now accept some of the loss of innocence, though
[ cannot express how Iwish I could go back to those days
where imagination reigned supreme, where happy endings
were sure unless mom called you in for dinner before you could
finish your game, where the pain in my family was invisible
to me. This ancient storyteller tree, taking over the old wagon
wheel, piled high with logs grayed by exposure to the elements,
retells my stories to me as I sit high in its branches and I am
once again blind to all but my magical world of pretend.
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Yellow Tower· Keely Wright
Half a mile away from my house, across from the park,
standing tall above all passersby, is a tower. It is old, wooden,
pale yellow, so full of open space.
I climb the creaking white stairs slowly, one by one,
always afraid of stumbling through the open walls. There are
decorative lights strung about the top, plugged in to its singu-
lar outlet. I glance around, read the walls. Every year one can
discover new profanities and secret messages scrawled on the
posts - the primary reason that the Dutch Front Committee
annually repaints. Softly inhaling, I take in the warm, musky
air and mull it over inside my lungs before letting it out again.
Smells like rain. Feels like warmth. My favorite kind of rain is
the warm kind. It whispers to me about inner peace and loving
the environment. I gaze at the clouds expectantly; I may have
to wait a few minutes.
I lie down on the wooden floor at the top and close my
eyes. The wind rustles through nearby trees, rolling across
buildings, gently swirling inside my tower and through my hair.
It tickles. This is peace. This is home. Still Iwait for my rain to
come.
I feel it coming and scramble to my feet. I lean against
the railing and stick out my hand. Pat. Pat. Pat.Pit. Pat.
The rain. I knew it would come. I smile and stick my face over
the railing; my tongue comes out in longing for ,\-taste, that
sweet taste ...And my thoughts become possessive. This is my
tower. This is my rain. This is my home. Mypeace. Mysecret
hiding place. Mine.
I shake my head and open my eyes. Winter. Classroom.
But that yellow tower, although just as physical as you and I,
forever resides in my mind, relaxing me and washing me over
with a peace I cannot find elsewhere. I know Iwill be okay.
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Judge's Note - Poetry
This year's poetry category was the largest, offering a full spec-
trum of topics, including poems about hippies in a Vietnam-War
class and teenagers forced to sit at a kid's table. The range of
poetic techniques was wide as well: rhymed verse next to free
verse, experimental visual poems next to prose poems. Here are
three pieces which grabbed the most attention from me, due to
their inventive use of imagery and language:
First Prize: Hannah Barker, in her narrative poem "The Morn-
ing to be Found Missing," creates a surreal scenario in which
the central character goes looking for an AWOL eye, prompting
the reader to consider the importance of sight. She masterfully
suggests the thematic focus through careful repetitions, such as
the word "peering" in these lines: "It wasn't on the window sill
in the living room, / peering out at the children peering at the
black birds secretly peering back."
Second Prize: In her poem "We all want something to shout for,"
Katherine Wallin assembles an enigmatic collage of moments,
waiting till the end to bring all the parts into disturbing align-
ment. Suddenly the threads of narrative are pulled together into
a rope of grief and outrage as we become witnesses, along with
her, to a distressing injustice.
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Third Prize: Kati Heng's "America" is an original poem of direct-
address aimed at the nation. As such, it depends on voice for its
appeal-a sarcastic, biting voice that pulls us along with ironic
double-speak: "McAmerica, tell your citizens how tasty your
freedom fries on the backyard grill."
Honorable Mention: In a striking visual poem, "The Sound,"
Shelby VanderMolen risks experimenting with dashes, brackets,
and slashes, to get the reader thinking about music and how it
trumps language.
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Because Robert E. Lee Has Been Dead for Years
- Alena Schussler
In 1850 we still had slavery.
1850 was not so long ago.
One hundred fifty years later, we're all free, we all care, we're
all happy.
In 1963, African Americans were being dragged on the street
by American policemen,
being shot with fire hoses against storefront windows.
Doyou remember 1963? I beg the pale-skinned students sit-
ting around me
eating the warm, soggy green beans and the bloody ham.
1963 was not so long ago.
Yesterday the House approved the Dream Act to let illegal im-
migrants gain citizenship.
Today China took away LiuXiaobo's Nobel Peace Prize,
because God knows the interference would be too much.
Without Inhibition - Ashlee Eisland
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We could drive for hours down gravel roads until we find the
steepest, highest, most monumental hill covered with a cloak of
virginity. Undamaged goods still perfect and uninterrupted by
the fall of our boots.
It's a sparkling, shining ocean of endless white with no walls.
No obligations.
Just white.
We could trek up the incline and hear the crunch that's even
crunchier and crispier than the crackle of dead leaves in fall.
We could pile all of us like snowflakes onto the sled and push ...
And with the speed that rivals aging, slide down our previously
unblemished hill, leaving our mark behind.
We could fall off and tumble downwards, becoming a living
snowwoman and roll to an icy stop at the bottom.
We could lay and laugh and remember what it was to really
laugh and remember that laughter is only real when it is a
product of euphoria, which can only happen if you let yourself
go.
We could stand at the top of the hill like kings and play outside
until our noses resemble Rudolph's and we could wipe them on
our coat-sleeves for lack of tissue and propriety.
Doyou remember what it is to be really free?
It's sledding.
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Narcissistic Fatalism - Daniel Uneikis
I lay on the cold, lifeless table of cynicism
Tied by apathy's steel chains that I have created for myself
The hand of the suffering threaten to rip out my heart
To cut into it using the blade of injustice
But my jaded indifference promises that I will feel no pain
My blood flows, cold and unknowing over my chest
And settles on the floor in the pools that fate determines
As I watch the life flow out of me, I know that I'll be fine
All I need is a fucking ice cream cone.
I'll see when I'm not looking - Emma Lundgren
Myocean has more lovers than the static shore
or a standard whore.
When I get up to leave him
he asks me not to go.
I don't want to,
but he gets cold at night.
So I promise my return with the sun.
As I withdraw from his embrace
and walk across the sand
I look longingly once more
to see him watching me
like when he says he thinks of us
as one.
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Wicked - Erin Doyle
a poem inspired by the book
In the book called Wicked
were silver shoes
That Dorothy snitch-ed.
She landed in the land of Oz
where she got such applause
for you see, she landed wither her house
on an armless witch
so the shoes of the armless feet switched
to the fee of a young gal
who would kill a sister witch
with a water pail
This witch was green
-and 0 her fatherless son - was mean.
Too bad
a wizard was her dad
because he wanted her dead
and she wanted him killed instead.
The former happen
and the witch of green nap-pened
with the UnNamed God
but don't prod.
The End.
--,
War & Peace - Holly Stewart
There's sparks in your eyes
And empty shells from words you fire
Lay cold on the floor
Somany times you've tried
Keep pushing on, you never tire
Walk out the open door
This war's of our making
We're torn, and it's breaking
Us into a million pieces tonight
Such a rush
Feel the pain a single bullet brings
Tomy chest
Within the hush
The echo of my failure rings
I'm not at my best
The climax is ending
We're hurt and it's pulling
Us apart, not together
Iwon't go down
I'll keep on fighting for you.
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Bahrain - Jasmine Smith
I understand the desire for equality, freedom, and love but not
from
Tear gas thumping the ground softly and tear streaked faces
torn from the smell of shisha, grilled meat, and the eyes of
children.
Tents tumbling, two dead, differences in religion, once again,
costing lives with no explanation.
But prostration is too much while peaceful protests are
replaced with tanks meeting your Pearl Roundabout.
As your King offers you roundabout reasons-we are working
on it, roundabout policemen with rubber bullets-as one is
in critical condition, roundabout hopes-we are letting the
people speak-as batons beat down the pride of Shiites asking
for something more.
The things Man do for personal beliefs but most of all pride.
But of course peace and freedom are always worth dying for.
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In Defense of the Hippies in Carlson's Vietnam Class
- Jasmine Smith
Weare the optimistic, emotional, unrealistic, anti-pessimistic
dreamers.
We let words of freedom spill from our mouths, not taking the
Billof Rights for granted.
We are not afraid to stand in hope for a peaceful tomorrow and
a better today,
objecting war by lying in front of tanks
with our sit-ins, picket signs, and t-shirts with rainbows encir-
cling marijuana leaves.
Because we like to support the gays and feel happy while we do
it.
We are the promoters of Bob Marley's "One Love,"hoping for a
day when the universe turns based on the hearts of the joyous
pounding on their chests in a single rhythm instead of chanting
choruses formed by money and greed.
Allowing our minds to escape this world, while painting a new
one with drops of "Lucy In The SkyWith Diamonds:' Ringo,
John, Paul, and George telling the world that 1\11YouNeed Is
Love;' regardless of religion, race, history and heritage.
And we will be reciting Kerouac and Ginsberg in our soup
kitchens and hippie communes, dancing skirts of liberalism at
it's finest with Bob Dylan blaring through speakers of flower-
dyed mini vans.
And now we hold hands in unison; oblivious to your reality
because a reality of genocide, rape, and guns just doesn't sound
as appealing to one with drugs, joy, and flower wreaths weaved
around the foreheads of the loud minority.
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America - Kati Heng
America, I've lived with you my whole life, and don't get me wrong,
you're the best there is. So
much better than China, that's for sure. India can't hold a
candle to your Yankee brand.
Don't fear globalization- the world reveres you.
America, the governor of Alaska must be used to cold, yet she can't
handle the coldness of
your journalists and media men.
I want to be an American journalist, what does that say?
America. that man is not a Muslim, that man is a Caucasian.
America, stop saying silly things about Muslimism being a re-
ligion. Muslims are foreign terrorists, America. and not your citizens.
America, did you know your President is a Muslim and a foreign ter-
rorist and has a funny name?
And did you know he has bombs hidden behind that big grin?
He's gonna kill us all.
Dang.
Are you scared America?
America, tell your ordinary citizens and average bloggers to cool it
with all their political
thoughts and stop expressing their opinions and go to a RoIl-
ing Stones Concert.
America, tell the crowd at those concerts to stop passing dope
around until enough of them vote
to legalize the stuff. They can't all have glaucoma, America.
America, when will the news of Brittney's third baby appear on the
front page?
When will the word tabloid overcome journal?
When will Tom Cruise admit he had some marbles, but may
have dropped them somewhere ...
When will you pay attention to ME,America? I have drama
too.
America, why are you so random?
America, I think [love you.
I have a fear of commitment and a fear of losing what I have
and a fear of moving to Canada due to my hatred of long bitter win-
ters.
6~
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I must love you and live you for my convenience.
I must find the nearest Starbucks.
McAmerica, tell your citizens how tasty your freedom fries on the
backyard grill.
America, congratulations on helping the Africans. Congratulations
on helping in the Middle
East. Sorry about your Louisiana.
America, I could talk on and on to your neon light corners, but the
buzz is fading and I doubt you
can hear my words over the applause you are still accepting
from the guys on their
computers. Did you know an American named AlGore in-
vented the internet? Ain't we a great place, America?
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Altered Beauty - Nathan Mastbergen
Mygaze is fixed upon a golden tree
Its glory missed by not one eye. For its
Beauty sings a song, sweet for all to see.
The squirrel that climbs, scurries, and sits
In splendor envied by the rich. And
He lights a jealous fire in the wealthy.
Agarment that'd make the red carpet bland
Is worn with proud poise by the autumn tree.
This autumn tree once green and growing leaves,
Its look now changed by sacrifices made,
Its beauty not a gift that it received,
No leaves, the tree no longer offers shade.
Agolden leaf falls followed by a red.
For the sake of beauty, these leaves lie dead.
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The 48 inch line - Nathan Mastbergen
They say it's an honor,
But we all know it's not.
The kid's table is nothing more
Than a cage of inferiority
With no way to escape.
It's a cage of age,
And its ceiling climbs one step higher than those inside.
I thought I would escape
At age ten,
Then when I was a teen,
Then when I could drive,
Then when I could vote,
But I'm still here.
Nearly 20 and I'm still trapped
Here with my 17 -year-old brother
My 22-year-old sister
And my 24-year-old college graduate cousin who lives on her
own and has a full-time job.
They change its name to the young adult's table.
But who are they fooling?
It's a slap in the face
A poke in the eye
And a kick to the
Word I can't say at the kid's table
We'll agree to listen to your boring accomplishments at the of-
fice,
Tales of the good ole days,
Uneventful stories about your cat,
And your encounters with the not as exciting as you think
neighbor boy.
We might act like we enjoy it.
Just save us from our exile
And let us all eat turkey
From the same platter
Get gravy from the same bowl
a 71
And pour water out of the same pitcher.
We want to be equals.
Just let us keep our finger jello.
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One of These Days - Shelby VanderMolen
I'm prayin'
That I'll wake to the tick of her
Manicured finger nails
Pressing snooze
But 'stead of hers they'll be mine
Like no thin'.
And she'll wake to the tick from
An oily carbo rater drip
Hitting concrete
She'll work all day
Come home at night
To wait in line with brown men
And leave a brown watery
Smudge when it's finally her turn.
She'll sweat in the sun
So much if suddenly
All liquids turned rubber
She'd peel away bendable sheen and
Have thick sheets of gooey, saltwater taffy.
She'll blow her nose
Peak in the Kleenex
To black and wonder
Snot or dirt
Or lumps of both?
She'll blister
In hot sun
Skin like bubble wrap
Red like licorice
And Christmas.
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Comb her hair
Stringy like cheese
And cat tails and a day
Ofsweat and grime
At nothing but a man's job.
And I'll be at home sipping
Aussie shiraz in a plush
Carpeted bedroom
Listening to my man sing in the shower
Knowing the day has yet to begin.
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Parking Anytime - Shleby VanDerMolen
Parking anytime.
Except on Monday;
When Jacksonville
Elementary
School is in session
8 to three
And half an hour
For after kids to
Clear the grounds
When bells
Toll and kids unfold
From primate bars.
Parking anytime.
Except for Tuesdays,
At 2-ish
Reserved
For the fire squad.
Through the alley
Up the stairs
And into Apt. Suite 208
For when Miss Malouwy
Burns her toast
Every Tuesday
At teatime.
Parking anytime.
Except for Wednesday,
Approximately 8 a.m.
Sixbabies and
Their momma
Cross the parking place
They say doubles as
Pond home parkway at
Least on rainy days
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When even
Kids' bread crusts
Make soggy crumb trails.
Parking anytime.
Except for Thursday,
Between 4 and seven
When farmers' wives
Make farmers' market
And bring pies and pastries
And parcels
Ofvegetables
Green and crisp
So patrons
Can purchase like
Grass roots activists.
Parking anytime.
Except for Fridays,
From midnight on
When the craggy
Faced man
Strokes his scruffy beard
And sleeps between
Yellowlines
On cardboard mat
In a town that
Swears it sees
No poverty.
Parking anytime.
Except on Saturday,
From 8 to five
Big orange trucks
Rumble alone
The work zone
Beefy men sweating
And hanging out
Windows nearly running
Over steel toed boots
That take breaks in
Side street shade.
Parking sometimes.
On Sunday afternoons,
When lackadaisical
Churchgoers break
To eat real food
Exercising incisors
Rather than niceties or
Heaven forbid
Matters of the soul.
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The Sound - Shelby VanderMolen
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--- --- makes-------------- -------- me---
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mine---------------- -- -- --------------
---- -- -------- ------------------------ is
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-- ------- ---------------------inferior----
------------------------------------------art.
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When "Bless It" Became Obsolete
- Shelby VanderMolen
Eighteen years sat away at my grandparents' old oak table.
Listening as grandfather prays before every Sunday dinner.
He prays for "boys in service" and "leaders of our country,"
At the end, he never misses a beat. "Thank you for this food."
"Bless it to our bodies. Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaamen."
He draws it out and I sit eyeing the steaming platter of turkey.
I remember thinking this last bit was a teensy bit unnecessary.
Mostly because I didn't know there was any another option,
This is the way I began to pray, "Bless this food to our bodies."
Awilting diatribe to particularly no one about un-understood.
Mostly because I did not know there was any another options.
Now gone from that old oak grandparently table, my mind set
Same as I sit now at my desk waiting for the digital desk clock
Tobleep five-double-zero, cafeteria-opening-time, sarcastically
Saying. "I'm starving," I'd said, like it was some big 01' joke.
I, under delusions of missed-misconception, thought starvation
The subject of forfeited quarters from kids allowances and
guilt-tripped parishioners towards offering plates heaped with
one-dollar bills for kids in Africa, scrawny and hungry and
too far away to force any feeling besides twinged apathy.
This twinged barely thereness was what I felt in reply till
She told me about skipped meals,lies, fingers to the throat
Wretching over the toilet between crazed stints of exercise
And scars. Un-cliche tears felt in the very raw~ess of self.
This ripped starvation from pamphlets, perforated lines not
Followed, gaunt children distant, pitiful, and ever so.far away
became the Girl just two doors down, starvation still but a
different kind of beast. Still unbridled but a whole new species.
One that rages rampant, let out from behind bars and eating
Civilians daily.Yet I had been unobservant enough to hear its
Snarls. That incline my narcissistic life to sorry more than ever
Before. Uniformed prayers, bubbles on health tests, eighteen
years of ignorantly blissful life with eyes closed to importance.
I'm sorry for obliviousity. For eighteen years of ignorant bliss.
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For not knowing to know better or caring enough to care more.
Such was change, where tossing "bless it to our bodies" no
more appropriate appendix to a merely ritual, rites of passage-
like prayer It's knees now, face to ground now, and crying un-
cliche now tears,
"Let those who lack it, get it.
And for those who have it,
let it not begin to haunt them."
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We all want something to shout for - Katherine Wallin
Syringes in shower stalls fall like broken bells in the bathroom.
+++
We can't find Carmen and I don't know where to look. She was here
just a moment ago, lemon-lime popsicle stained glasses, windows
to the world. We played drip-drip-drop. "Carmen's birthday!" they
reminded us. "She gets to start." She yelled while she ran, little legs
following little arms, running like she could run forever. She said she
could run to the rainbow as she collapsed in my lap.
+++
Every time a bell rings, an angel gets their wings.
+++
We asked Mrs. Cheboskyve if she had seen Carmen. "Carmen, mmm ...
Carmen Adams?" Mrs. Cheboskyve said Carmen went to the bath-
room and never came back.
+++
Momma Adams is a manifesto that too many men have signed. Our
hands, hers in mine, are shaking, holding together time. They didn't
shake. Their names are scrawled in large letters across the parch-
ment of memory.
+++
We are parched. It's 93 degrees fahrenheit in the sun, 94 in tile shade.
+++
I found her sitting in the pantry, asking Godwhat he meant when
he made a man. She didn't finish his sentences but waited while he
thought it out.
+++
Sixyears and nine months ago today, a rainbow died. Mister rang
Momma's bell. An angel got her wings.
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Wings - Hannah Barker
Mywings can't make up their mind.
They switch from moth to bird to
butterfly. Fuzz to feather to paper.
Sometimes back again to fuzz.
Fuzz like the kitten-balls that
like to chase butterflies made of
kaleidoscope paper and glass.
Glass iridescent like the oil that
drips into puddles waiting under cars,
like the film Of flywings that
tempt me to blow through
their frail frames to see if the
film will bend into bubbles and float
away. Float away like a balloon filled
with too much hope and helium. The
string attached sways helplessly with
thoughts of being attached to the
ground instead, even attached to a nest,
nestled in with twigs and feathers.
Feathers from birds that flapped
too hard. Feathers that turn to
paper that turns to fuzz that
turns back into feathers. And as I
test my changing wings, I realize
they're made of wax, and I am filled
with too much hope and helium.
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Monthly Instructions - Chelsea Stanton
Ifyou see a man walk up to your door,
make sure you put the teal heating pad in the drawer.
Take a pad of paper and pretend to write as he knocks.
If the man stays for fifteen minutes, if he's a politician,
ifhe wants your vote and maybe your campaign time,
ifhe happens to be single, make sure you grasp behind
your back the coat on the hook and twist it in your fingers
to prevent the twisting of your face as the cramps
continue, like sand rubbing between the raw threads
of muscle in your lower abdomen.
Ifyou happen to be at church one dreary Sunday morning,
make sure you do not whisper to your girlfriend beside
you in the pew about your achiness and your swelling
breasts, because the thought of blood spilling from your
vagina will definitely convince the men and boys in the
pew behind you that they really want sex.
Ifyou pass by a group of men on the street,
make sure you watch your tongue and keep your step and
eyes straight ahead. They might talk loudly about their
packages as you walk or make gestures with their hands
that you saw so many times in high school. If they do
this, if they direct itto you, make sure you resist the urge
to tell them that the area they desire to see is currently
occupied by a rubber cup that carries your blood and
mucus until you can release it into the sink.
If the first day of your cycle falls on a weekday,
make sure you do not call your boss or teacher
and explain that your head and torso burn while
your weak arms freeze, or that you just really need
forty-five minutes alone with a heating pad and sleep
and four ibuprofen, or that you became dizzy sitting
down, or that there are a thousand tiny needles brushing
between your skin and your uterus. Instead,
say that your stomach hurts, or your cat died,
or you ate bad shrimp,
or you decided to go out last night and drink
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until your eyes bulged,
or a man broke into your apartment and
masturbated on the floor which
forces you to clean it up and go to a counselor,
etc.
Whatever you do, make sure you conceal the truth.
"Where the Bison Tread" - Jake Gaster
Towalk the paths made by bison,
Wild, tumultuous, unfettered by signs or posts,
Ever climbing without care, descending with ease,
Over brook, through field, under trees,
One sees the wild as God intended.
No 'keep outs', no warning signs,
With only conscience as a guide,
Each twist and turn alight with gifts from above.
Carcass of slain beast, patch of burned wood,
Briar or bramble, thorn or prickle,
Tender wild rose, peeking through new-fallen snow,
Cavorting calves frolicking under the watchful eyes of their
mothers,
Each with beauty no artist can recreate, no camera can capture,
Unable to be experienced anywhere but here,
How can I keep from seeking the paths
Where the bison tread?
C'
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The Morning to be Found Missing • Hannah Barker
One morning Danny woke up to a missing eye.
He looked for it with his hands, hoping his nails
wouldn't scratch away the colors.
It wasn't in the drawers of his desk next to letters,
sodden with apologies that grew wetter each day they were not sent.
It wasn't on the window sill in the living room,
peering out at the children peering at the black birds secretly peering
back.
He didn't even bother to check behind the sofa.
There would be no room among the spare change
and daily moments that slipped out of his pockets.
He took too many accidental naps.
As the day went on and his hands went on being empty,
Danny suspected his eye had not simply disappeared
but had run away.
He imagined the path it chose,
rolling off the bed,
slipping through the hole in the corner of the door
he had been meaning to fix.
He thought his eye had been itching an awful lot lately.
Wanted to see, see the children, see the birds,
see the mirrors of summer heat, see if snowflakes were really as soft
as they looked,
see
so badly, the itch traveled down until it reached
his fingers. All fingers know how to do is scratch.
But Danny taught them something new.
Standing on the blue porch,
with his remaining eye he peered at the world,
the children, the birds. He peered as far as he could,
waved,
and wished his eye Godspeed.
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A Yardfull of Leaves - Hannah Barker
Aleaf infestation occurs each year in the middle
of the orange months. It starts out the same
way every time. Colors sneakily shift from cool
green to firetruck red to a smudgy, dying
yellow and brown. The height of their glory
comes right before everything falls.
And everything falls hard.
Apples bruise themselves on the hardening ground.
Nuts break open against the cement of the road.
Leaves drop, drop, drop to their crunchy ends.
They are afraid of
being forgotten
and gather
in clumps of
dying brown and yellow,
as if sticking together
will make their
going more
noticeable,
but in the end
all that is left
is the thick, black smell
of their burning bodies.
(
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Ecstasy of Sorrow - Daniel Mlsna
Back in school they never taught us this
But everything was just a total bliss
Youset the trap and i did not snap
Now it is to late to make my attack
Youleft my life and it cut me like a knife
Now I'm running from the Grim Reapers scythe
I acted like I didn't care
But it was to much for me to bare
And this pain isn't something I should share
But something that I must make you be aware
That now when I do Snap
I will never go back
And in the ecstasy of the night
Wewill be fighting the good fight
For what we truly believe is right
And that night will turn to dawn
And we will all sing along
And before to long
Wewill see that it was never meant to be
Between you and me
Our lifes were never free
Always living in a different century.
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Love Song to the Moonfeather - Hannah Barker
What if the moon were a bird
and small enough to fit in your pocket?
It's song would fill the night with milky white
and turn the snow drifts a shade of forgetful lavender.
Its wingspan would be bigger than your dreams could reach.
Would you keep it in your pocket?
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"Bear Lake" • Jake Gaster
I am tired, I am ill; I'm not in a mood for a hike today.
Bear Lake is the destination; less than a mile according to the sign.
I could have stayed back but, deep in my heart,
I know that this journey will happen but once in my life.
The air is chilled, brisk but not cold.
The path is covered with snow several feet deep.
We begin our hike is casual fashion,
No sense rushing things.
I lack the enthusiasm to converse and socialize as is expected;
I hike a little distance ahead, for the sake of peace.
The path is winding, treacherous at places,
Going up, always up.
The slope is not steep, but before long I feel it,
Still sore from yesterday's hike.
I imagine reaching the destination and heading back; nothing more.
I long for the rest and solace of the van,
No stiffness, no pain, no cold wind on my ears.
I keep hiking; the way does not get easier.
The path begins to fill up with hikers,
on their way down from the lake.
Grumpily, I move aside and let them pass,
oblivious to the contentment evident on their faces.
We are in the mountains, but the trees stifle my view,
I am waiting at each bend for the lake; yet, nothing.
I trudge on, weary and sour; how foolish was I!
At long last, the lake arrived, not a lake but a field of snow,
Glimmering, shimmering in the bright noon sunlight!
I am taken aback; Iwas not expecting this.
I marvel at the white sheet so perfectly placed
Up in the mountains, of all places.
Finally;hope of descent! I can finally be at ease!
Everyone was assembled, the decision is made.
We are not heading back to the warmth of the parking lot just yet.
Up the trail a bit farther lay yet another lake: Nymph Lake.
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"Great;' I think to myself, "can't you see I'm weary and in need of
rest?"
Nonetheless, onward we strive, I keeping the distance as always.
The path is steeper this time, narrower and more twisted.
The trees press in ever closer,
I sometimes lose sight of my companions.
Each step is more difficult than the last;
Severe cramps that I suffered yesterday make every step
Seem as if I will stumble and suffer, as was so fresh in my memory.
I am not watching in front of me;
Myeyes glued to my feet, watching every step I take,
In a vain effort to keep from stumbling.
I round the last bend, at long last!
Behold! Another sheet of perfect white amidst a bed of green.
Myheart feels glad at the sight. At last, rest!
At that moment, I turn to see if any of the others have made it.
Myeyes behold the wonder which had been my destination all along.
There, framed by rich pine trees, lay two mountains,
Their jagged, snow-capped peaks bursting forth from the
Sea of verdant hues more beautiful than any emerald.
They are timeless, where they begin and end I cannot see.
The clouds grace their tips,
As gray hair graces the head of the wise.
Myheart leaps in my chest;
I am awestruck by the majesty of what my eyes see,
Through the gentle swaying of the trees in the light afternoon breeze,
I catch a glimpse of God's workmanship;
This was my destination from the beginning,
Though I was blinded to all but my perceived maladies.
The others arrive, similarly struck by the beauty of the scene.
Some of them knew what was coming, as they had been here before;
Others were similarly awestruck, though they knew not my pains.
Joy bubbled out of me, like a babbling brook,
Bouncing merrily down from the heights.
"Come!There is another trail up ahead! Let's see where it leads!"
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Did I just say that? I did! What a difference I felt in myself.
The tiredness and stiffness is still present;
Somehow it just doesn't matter as much anymore.
Our hike is cut short by an incoming snowstorm;
Nomatter! It is a blessing to see the power of the clouds
Descending over the landscape, which, though shining in verdant
beauty,
Secretly longs to be white with new-fallen snow.
We descend the path, my way is easier;
I am able to carry a little one in my arms,
Easing the burden oflong carriage by her parents.
The trees which I so lamented on the way up are no different,
Yetthey look not stifling, but inviting.
Nomore are they blocking my view, they are the view!
We reach the parking lot in what seems like
a fraction of the time it took us to ascend the path.
As we get in the van to drive away, I think to myself,
What if I had decided to stay in the van?
What if I had given up? The thought gives me shivers.
I would have missed the big picture;
Funny what God will show you,
when you're just trying to reach Bear Lake.
I am in Love With a Boy· Hannah Barker
I am in love with a boy who plays the kazoo.
The night sky never gets too dark when he's around.
Every note buzzes faster than the speed of light
until our heads are spinning and we're seeing stars.
I am in love with a boy who makes Christmas trees.
He saves all our gum wrappers to make ornaments
for the softer than pipe-cleaner branches.
I told him he was forgetting something, but he just winked at me and
left for a few frostbitten hours.
When he came back, his hands were full of bits of sea glass.
He said they would catch the light of my smile.
I am in love with a boy whose favorite color is yellow,
the color of not-yet-ripe dandelions,
the color of sunshine on summer sidewalks,
the color of children's wishes,
the color of the beginning of our Iowa friendship.
I am in love with a boy who eats his popcorn kernel by kernel.
He says each piece sings its own song as it crunches in your mouth,
and he wants to listen to all of them.
I am in love with a boy who thinks it's a blessing to hear me snore.
"I'm the onlyone who gets to hear it,"he says, grinning,
and I can count everyone of his teeth.
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